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Preface
0?Jr authors have written this docurnent to 'give disabled People and
their families, friends; and advocates basic information on hOw to effec=
tively influence legislators, policy makers, program.adrriiniStrators, and
political parties at all levels -local, stake, and federal. MUCh has been
written on lobbying generally, but we felt a resource was needed which
addressed disability and rehabilitation issues specifically and which
described the actual efforts of disabled bonsumera:to improve their
well-being through direct political action: Wa.alsci wanted to make sure
we 'provided an insider's view of the workings of a legislative body
(U.S; Congress) as well as a disabled advocate's view of how to affect
the decisions of Congress as well as those of state legislatures and
other government bodies.
We hope this document, Lobbying for the Rights of Disabled People
Views from the Hill and from the Grass Roots will'eneoura*ge all
di4bled people to continue their,fight to enter the mainstream of our
society as equals.

s

View From the Hill
1. Introduction
Today more-than ever before, people from all walks oflife want to influence political systems at local, state, or federal levels. Unfortunately,
many believe that politics is "dirty."They feel their ability to sway the ,
system is limited. Lobbying, or the ability to communicate with key
decision makers,,is,difficult theY think. Individuals or. members of small
local organizations often feel they1can't make a difference and that
government is too complex to understand; let alone to affect
While these are common thoughts; they are not necessarily true: The
system at any level can be understood, Influenced, and "beaten" if you
know how it works and how you can work it! "Politics" iS'a word that
often turns people off, yet all of us "play politics" daily although we
don't necessarily think of it as such. Politics involves negotiation, compromise; tradeoffs,ind accommodations.
For example; if you have only one television and different family
members want to watch two programs presented at the same time; obyiously, both cannot be seen. One possible accommodation would be
that one week, one program would be watched, the next week, the
other. Another way to resolve the issue would be a family vote in
which majority rule would prevail: Still another-accommodation, if
money were available, might be to buy a second TV set.
Politics has been called "thei art of the possible." It involves the process of making one decision'versus another; If you think about all the
decisionS you make in a day which involve money or other people; you
will see that you are already "politicians."
"Politics, or affecting the system, can best be described as a game
with many players. Some people make decisions; others want certain.
decisions made. To play the game, one must understand the positions
of the players and how they fit in the system. It is important to know
the rules by which each player plays; For example,. there are subtle
distinctions between the way a city or county goVernmerit works and
the way the Congress of the United States does. The sophistication of
the issues varies, as does the complexity_ of the rules under which
political bodies operate. Therefore, the more _you understand political
bodies, the more you will be able to influence their actions:.
It is.most important that yoti as an individual, or your organization,
know what you want. People come to politicians or decision makeis-,
' and say; "I've got a problem:" However, politicians and decision
makers are not mind readers. They might understand the problem; but.
unless you.can recommend a solution you may be disappointed in the
resolution, or more importantly, in the lack of resolution.
To affect any system, it is essential to first understand the people
who control it and make decisions, and why their decisions are made.
.
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Asa general role, public servants, whether elected or appointed, are
hard-working and dedicated to their-jobs. Although you may question
the necessity for their,wOrkthey generally take pride in their accomplishments: It is *o important to understand that although you
may thisik.ydur position is right, others may not

2. The Challenge of Politics
To illustrate this; try this exercise with any group. Ask everyone to
fold his or her hands together. Then check to see how many put their
right thumb over their left, and how many put the left over the right. In
most groups, it will be about 50-50. Now if you ask all-participants to
reverse their positions and put the left finger over the right or vice versa, the participants will probably acknowledge that the new position
feels uncomfortable. That's because they aren't used to it. ThrOugh this_
little exercise, you can begin to see why it is difficult to write a law or
take action to solve a problem or satisfy a perceived need.. Because of
the individual differences in every part of our society, not everyone
wants to address and solve problems,.or achieve goals in the same
way.
Influencing the System today is made even mare complex and difficult
because of Illnited'resources. In the past when there were automatic
annual increases in federal,-; state, and local budgets, various forces
could compete with one another, . Ague about how to split the new
money, and achieve their objectives. Today, however, even though
their causes are admirable, their needy still exist; and their arguments'
are still sound, groups are competing against one "-nother for the edme
scarce dollars, and are often fighting to keep whatthey have. Let us
now rook at the decision-making process involved:in allocatingscarce
resources:

3. Making Decisions
In every public school setting; policy makers must decide hoW much
money to allocate to spe6ial education, and how to allocate resources
for specific problems or programs within that area:; Let's illustrate the
allocation procesS'in the area of the_handicapped.*the -handicapped"'
as a group are not homo9eneous. Blind students' needs differ from
those of deaf persons; deaf people have different needs than physically

* The words "handicapped" and "disabled" do not ,have the same meanings.
Because in most legislation; the term "handicapped" has been uised, we
use it in this paper, even. though "disabled" may be more accurate.
;

n

,

.

handicapped peopledo; and their needs differ from those of retarded
persons. The1efore; under the umbrella term "handicapped;" are many
different groups whose needs are not necessarily compatible, yet they
'compete for the same resources. At the same time, all the handicapped
groups compete for funds against the football team and thskart, English,
,
scierice, and every other department within a school system.
.6We can gairr perspective by using a hypothetical situation. The local
school board is making up its budget for the next fiscal year Issues
before the board are:

Whether to buy new uniforms for the basketball team to help promote attendance at the gamed, to increase community interest;
an&above all, to produce revenue for the school district;
.

.

Whether the music department should be permitted to buy new instruments to provide more opportunities for students to play in the
band and orchestra, and thus enhance the school's ability to win a
statewide cOnipetrtion;
Whether to accommodate"parents of severely retarded students
who want their children edycked within the local school district
special self-contained classes; and not in a state institution where
they have lived for the past five years;

Whether to oblige firents of mildly retarded students who Want
their children removed frornipecial classes and put into regular
classes with "normal" children and given supplementary -.
assistance so they can function 'more normally;'
Whether to accommodate deaf parents of deaf children who want
the schools to purchase .a telecommunication typewriter (TTY) so
they can communicate with the schools;
.

,

to replace old equipment
Whether to allow the science
since students find when they go to co ege, they can't keep qp
with their Classmates whoattended schools with more
',sophisticated eqUipment.
.

Before making decisions for desired change, consider how funds are
committed to a pdatular service or area of interest. Regardless of how

much money is availabor which approach is taken to satisfy a par.

ticular program strategy",-Some will-question kkhether the funds are adequate: At the same time; others will charge that too much money is
,already being sp6Ft and that the:government has no business in the
; area of your interest in the first place. Your attitudes reflect personal.
valuesudg'ments, backdrounds, and political and philosophical.
outlooks. Decisions in the federal, state, or local bureaucradies, are not
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made iri:.a vacuum and mUSt be considered in the context of wh ex
ists, what resources are available, and what constraints are placl upon.
the decision makers.
.

4. An Exercise in Decision Making
It is easy to critici2e thoPresident, Members of Congress, members
of state legislatures,, goVernors, mayors, superintendents of schools; or
other pUblicofficiali:aboutspecific program choices or bUdgetary decisions But to gain perspective, assume that you are in the.pbSitibil of
making recommendations to these detisioti makets. AMMO that the
President (or any other. official listed above) aSked you to be his or her
number ,-pne adviSorforthejiaridFcaPPed in the federal: (state or,local)
goVernMent. You are directed to develop a program to help "as manY
handicapped persons as possible." 'S/he does not Mention' children versus adults; or limit the' types of serviceSihandiCapped people to be in.eluded; or
S/6e will allow you to do anythindas long as you
reach theobjective of helping the maximum number. S /he requests your':
best advice and judgment. What would you recommend?

;

Take a few minutes and jot down your major ideas.
Take another minute and list your. five most important recommendations.

Estimate how much you think your proposals will cost.t.
During the last few minutes your adrenaline -probably flowed from the
excitement as great ideas raced through your mind, Of coutse; this ex-.
ercise is unrealistic atiOvas lething more than a fling in faStasyland. It
is highly unlikely that'-a.ilioilrdent, governor, or mayor would ever
have made such a reg *ti INny of these officials had been disposed
to commit large surA Iiithandicapped persons; s/he would probably
say, "Because there is $60 billion (or whateVer, exists) deficit this
year I must place some budgetary constraints on You." S/he would
then advise you that instead of diving youl unlimited funds, s/he would
give you a to4I of say, $1 billion in new (heretofore uncommitted)
fun& to perform your assignment. At this point you should write your
goals once again to keep within the new dollar restrictions.
If this situation were real, you would definitely hive faCed restrictions
before you got an opportunity to share your .original ideas,.no matter
how good they might have been. Every federal/ state, and local/agency;
program; office; or employee has constraints. All their constraints are
More severe and rigid than those just &Scribed. To be evenMore
realistic, you must know that it is highly unlikely that, you would have
been given $1 billion in new money.
st
thehioney Would have

keen taken from Some oth ;Service areas; and the. loss to thoie areas
ould have generated opposition from any "loser" constituency; In
reality; if such an assignment were eveg.given; therewould be many
more restrictions. The Peesidentlgovernor or mayor) would have to say,
We already have several programs for handicapped people, such as PL
94.--1/1/2, Vocational-Rehabilitation, and Supplemental Security Income.
HoW should-we rationalize these already-existing programs? Shouldwe
-abolish some or all of them and start new-ones orexpand the existing
programs?" Clearly; a decision to help disabled persons cannot be made
in,isolation. All decision's mist accoMmodate a range of political,
economic, and philosophical considerations.
If your project is going to:cost $1 billion or $1 million, do you know
how much money that reallyis If you requeSt $1 :million, what will it
buy? Assuming it is a federai project, and the-money is going to be
divided egilally, among the states, divide the Million dollars by 50.
This doesn't include Puerto Rico and -the Truk territories; which also
receive federal dollars ($1 million divided by 50 = $20;000 each);
What will $20,000 buy
one teacher, two secretaries? Divide $1
billion by 50. Your state would receiVe $2 million ffrorn a billion dollar
federal appropriation, if the money were giyen.eqUally to all states.
Look at the $2. million yo.ur state would receive in,another way. Just
because your state gets the'money doesn't necessarily mean that it
would go to your particular program; The money:WOuld have to be
divided among a number of programs. If the state received $2 million
and wanted to divide it equally between'all the cities in the_state, how
much would your city receive? Should small'cities receive as much as
large ones? Should funding levels be based on population? What do,you
should the counties get some money? The
do about the-counties
point is, each time money is divided, it decreases the amount available.
new funds to Spend and you
Assuming that you do have 41 billion
want to establish a new prograrh, you must recognize that $1 billion
will not serve every handicapped person in AmericaAt this point, you
musi decide which handicapped groups should.be served. After that,
consider the kinds Of services you will provide tb them. Will the
,,services emphasize quantity or quality, or will you try to combine both?
To answer'these questions, you must first make other judgments and
decisiops. Should only poor haridicapped personS be seryed? Should
services:besprovided for the "near-poor?" Shduld individuals with only
specific Physical or men;a1 disabilities be served?
The task is not_ as easy as jottihg down -ideas for programs. You,as
the President's (governor's, Mayor's) advisor, mist make difficult value
judgments. You will not be able to do everything you :think is
.
necessary. Also, you must realize that many people will not -agree with
your choices.

:
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Up to this point you only considered the questjon of which and how
many persons yob would serve; but what about the quality of Services
provided? Assbming that no one intentionally eatablithet an inferior prograrn,how will you determine what quality level ahould be achieved?
Let't say you decide on_a program for handiCapped children. Should the
Headatert program, for example, with all its 'sOpplementarY services and
pi.ofessional personnel be-uSed as a yardstick for measuring-duality?
Should it be the model for your program? Are all those services and
people really necessary? And do they/in themselves, eGlhgtitUte.dr
guarantee gualiti? If Hebdstart is of high quality, wl-iY not simply
pand that program rather than start a new one?_Shauld educational
'enrichment be a mandatory part of the prrogram? Should new facilities'
be built, or should existing buildings be 'used? Should any restrictions be
placed, on linanaing.in this area? Are. professionals necessary to operate
these prpgrarris, or canliaraprofesgiOnals or nonprofessionals do the job
at well? What is the ideal staff -child ratio? How do you know? Should
parents be involved in the program? Should they serve as paid staff or
as volunteers? Novi, many meals or snacks thould
served? Ho
How
many hours a day should the program be, open?
Such qu'estioning
can be adapted tovirtUally any given area For ex.
ample", if a school system wished t establish or modify special educetion programs for educable
ally retarded students, many of these
questions could be aske . In addition, questions relative to specific
class size could be included, such as What should the maximum class
size be? In many states; fifteen is the maximum class Size, but why not
ten, twelve, eighteen, or twenty? Could one teacher with an aide handle and adequately teach twenty to twenty:five children? Should all
handicapped, children be sent to a tingle:School, or shOuld they be included in regular school classrooms? How much would transportation
cost in either case? What special services over and above those normally given in a special class should be provided? When you begin to
answer these questiorit, remember that every decision may coat
money!

_5; Where Do You Begin?
First, find out who will make the decision. If it is a five:,member
board, where does each member come from? What do -you know about
them? More importantly, who are the "power brokers" or the most inential people within the board? (In any organization in which decisions are made, the power of some members to influence others differs
greatly. Will the_decision be Made in a subcommittee or,Will it be made
by the full board? Who in your organization, or among your contacts,
knows any of the board members perzponally? Do
know anyone
1 !"I

_

I

who has the confidence of those board Members who will intervene on
your behalf? Are any of those board members.already on your side?
Does,any board member have a relatiVe or friend affected by any of the
problems that will be addressed? For example, does a board member
have a deaf relative? If so, that person would probably understand the
potential usefulness.of TTYs in thie schools. On the other hand, don't
waste time on lost causes! If a decision maker's son is on the school
basketball team, you have a fair idea of how s/he'll vote;
Decision makers usually do pot have rnUch personal cdqtaut 'with (ir,
understanding of) very specialiOd areas. Therefore, begin by educating
and informing them. The most basic form of education entails providing
membefs with substantive information which clearly (not emotionally)
spells out why your particular position is necessary, and why'they
should vote for it. If a board member is elected and representS a particular area of the city, and if significant numbers of people there will be
affected by the particular decisions then those affected should voice
their feelings. Howire other parts of tbesity affected? Remember,
every .elected offide holder must run foi reelectio'. If there ls_over--..,
whelming community support for any onPof these positione"and those
'feelings are conveyed to the'board member, they certainly, won't go unnoticed. Also, what will'a particular vote,meango the individual's
district? Will it mean more jobS? More money for local businesses? Less
crime?

.

.

Understand that working toward a specific goal
the local level
often varies from efforts made at the state and federal level. State and
federal Jaws and decisions are usually general in scope. They are written to accommodate all the differences among all the states, yet they
are specific enough to accomplish the lawmakers' aims. On the local
level where a decision is being made by a board of supervisors, a city
council; or a school board; decisions tend to be more specific and
understandable; and they usually affect identifiable places or people. Efforts to:influence the decisions made at the different levels, however,
follow the same basic patterns and principles. The one exception to this
is: Decisions at,the local level tend to be more immediate; their effects
can be seen and measured right away; whereas, working to get a state
or federal law passed or a decision appro ed may take years. Whatever
the level, the one, common requirement is or consistency and dedication to a single goal; You must concentrat your efforts;
People demand more and more from goy rnment. Let's assume that
you know specifically what you want! But do you? Do you know_what
the cost will be? Will what you want benefit one school, one hosPital, a
-Oarticular center; or will the effects be city-lcounty-, state-, r nation-)
wide? How many people will-have to be employed to carry o what
you want? How giany people will be affected?

14
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The next time you want the federal, state, or local government, or
your local school syStern to start a new program in an area of special
concern to you investigate what is already authorized, funded, and
operating. Programs and legislative authorities already exist in almoSt
.
every conceivable area but the general public is often unaware
a
of
them. There art so many programs available to meet the varied needs
of special interests that they frequently overlap or duplicate each oVier.
.-

6. 15/now the Players
A

If you want to influence any system, start by assessing where you
are, what you know, and who you know;
*
Do -you know the name-of your council member; state representative,-Mecriber of Congress, and Senator?
you know any of them personally?
Do you knOw anybody Who does know any of them personally?
Have you ever contacted any of them for-ariy reason either.in per,- son or by letter?
Have you ever worked to elect any of them?
Do you know .where their offices are./
Have fou ever attended any function where they participated?
Did you meet or talk to them?
Have any of them ever addressed tour organization?
Have any of them ever done anything to help meet your gdalS Or
_

.

those of .your organization?

.

.

Have youCeVer thanked them when they did something favorable
for you?'

Have you ever written to protest something they didn't do or that
you disliked?

TheSe Pluestions are critical for those who want to affect the system. If
you have been unableto answer "yes" to atipast half of them, you
can begin to understand your previous inability to influence the system.
Suppose you have thought about all the questions and issues,
assessed who and what you know, and have decided to addreSS one
issue. What can you do? You as an individual working alone, can affect the_system
especially if yoUr issue is not fob controversial and
you are persistent. However, if the subject is controversial; involves
change, or is costly, the more people involved, the greater the chances
of success. Only rarely does an individual working alone succeed under
these conditions.
1 tz

Knowing the players in politics means you recognize that election is
the name of the game. Always remember an elected Official can have
great philosophical convictions, but if s/he can't stay in office s/he
can't apply them. People write to elected officials complaining about
high taxes-, government spending, and say they want budget cuts or
they will vote them out of. office. Asa resrilt, elected officials closely
examine the amounts of money involved in proposed legislation. At the
same tirne, every elected official gets letters saying;"I know, that inflation is running wild. I know that we have to cut spending, and I'm with
you in every wayfossible, but please don't cut my program." ThiS haS
nothing to do with philosophy. It has to do with the substance of one
program against the other. Elected officials must weigh the balance and
decide which program has a better opportunity of helping different 1,
groups;

Another way to influence ,political decisions is by getting to know the
politician's family. If a spouse has a particular interest, or has a relative
affected by your cause or concern, working with the spouse may help
your cause greatly.
KnoWing the players also implies that you know who is with you and
who isn't. If a committee chair is a longtime advocate for your concern,
don't waste your time discussing philosophy; S/he doesn't need it. Use
your time more advantageously,by persuading those who aren't on your
side. With your friends, simply give them t e facts and tell them what
you are doing.

When you knoW the specific interests of the legislators you are trying
to influence, you can relate your testimony to their particular concerns.
One effective technique is to be well enough prepared to be able to
alter testimony "on the fly,"' so that when another Member arrives s/he
can be recognized with, "I am pleased to see X has arrived because of
his (or her) longstanding interest in Y; or because of ti:fe relevance of
this issue to Z's district."
Once you get to' know your legislators, you can visit them and
discuss your concerns directly. If you make an aPpointment' with a
Member and arrive on time only to find out,that s/he has beenalled
elsewhere and can't visit with you, ask if you can walk along with the
Member and make your case on the move. You may have three to five
minutes: That is why you must be clear, concise; and able to state your
case in two to three sentences. Even if you have an opportunity to
meet in the office, you will be lucky if you get ten minutes. If you get
fifteen, that is probably more than s/he will spend with the family that
day. Regardless of the length or location of the meeting, provide the
Member with a one-page paper summarizing your needs or problems as
well as your solutions. Don't expect it to be read on the spot. Often, if
you meet with a Member on the run, the paper will be tucked in a
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pocket. S/he may appear to forget all about your paper because ten
other people just like you, plus several Members, stopped him or her
along the way to make requests. Generally, when s/he returns to the
office, all the pieces of paper will be reviewed and actions will be proposed; It really helps if you are from the-Member's state or district; that
will certainly guarantee some personal attention:
In getting to know and work with legislators and their staffs, don't
restrict yourself only to the majority party. There is nothing that says
yob can't have an entre to both the majority and the minority
Members, and you never know what sort of allies you will develop.
Regarding your Qislative interests; know who is saying what; and
why.:Remember that, individuals representing administrative agencies
'may say things they may not necessarily believe, but which reflect the
position of their boss or agency. This is a fact of life for most people in
government. If these people don't reflect such. views, they risk losing
their jobs.
Recognize the distinctions between committee staff and a legislator's
office staff; The functions of people who work on committees and
those who work in the office of the Members differ. As a general rule,,
people who work in the latter are familiar with issues and people within
the Member's diStrict, but have only a superficial_ knowledge of
particular pieces of legislation. On the other hand, committee staff
generally are experts on particular pieces of legislation. They rarely
know much about a*Mernber's district, unless they come from it
themselves. Regardless of where a staff person sits, s/he can be
equally influential and helpful to you;
Finally, don't be impressed by what people say, only by what they
do. Dbn't be impressed when people give you a token sign.or
Something symbolic. It is very easy to buy off people with a kind word
or sympathetic gesture.
..-

7: Kan for Succep
Once you have identified an issue and know specifically what you
Want to do you must decide who will do the work and how. Will you
use an. eXisting or an ad hoc group? Wiy it be a cOmbination of many
grqups?The keys to any successful yentore, regardless of size; are
persistence and commitment to achieVing the goal; For even the
simplest accomplishment, a year or even several years may be needed.
If you have a full-time job, a family, and other commitments, how much
time will you be able to devote to achieving the goal? When you
consider all the steps which must be taken; you will see why many
people must be involved.
-
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To accomblish many goals it is necessary to build a network of
people who provide personnel, money, and contacts. It can be made up,
(*friends who share your particular concern. It might have as its base
an existing organization of which you are a member. It might be Made
up of many organizations in an ad hoc fashion. It oould be a coalition of
many g ups and organizations who don't necessarily have the same
mission but who can cooperate for a single purpose. Whatever the
mechanism and structure; it is important that everyone involved have a
clearly defined role that best utilizes their time and talents. Leaders will
have to be designated. The organizational structure should link
everybody together in .a rational, compatible way.
Whatever the reasons for coming together, everyone must be
thoroughly conversant with the issue, and must understand the ,
gavernmentor other system with which they will be working.Jt's one
thing to understand your Sown issue; it's another to understand the
arena in which the battles on your issue will be fought,
One of the most impottant tasks for any network is.to transmit
accurate and understandable information quickly. One method of
communication on political issues is a to
network based upon
ffie pyramid. Assume that somebody determines that an action must be
taken today: ,That person calls two people who have already been
designated as the initial contacts. Those two people each call two
others. Those four people each call two The eight people call two etc.
In a telephone network backup people are essential` so that the links are
never broken. A telephone network works well when immediate action
is needed.

However, if immediate action is not necessary, a newsletter or other,
form of written communication can be used Producing written
materialt takes time and money, Any cause which involves many
people will also involve spending money at some point. You must
'
develop methods to cover yoUr costs.
As your netWOrk.begins to function, and you know your players, you
can begin to identify their strengths and toe them appropriately. Not
everyone is capable of testifying before a committee, nor can everyone
164by legislative bodips. Not everybody. has the time even if:they have
th6 talent and ability. Therefore, appraise the time and talent you do
have, and plan to use it in the most effective way.
You can "start small! Then, build your' base of people who are
dedicated to the cause and willing to commit their ti'me,money,.or
both. Any effort will take time. No campaign for change can be
achieved with a one;shot effort.
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.8. Understand Your Issas

I.

Once you find a nucleusrof support,' build yo r knowledge base. Make
ah objective judgment of what you want to ac ieVe, and then develop
your strategy. For example, if there is a piece f property in your city
that You want turned into a'perk, the firgt thin to do it to find out:
Who owns the property?
Is it.public or private land?

Who or what will be affected if a particulai property becomes

a

park?

Would certain land interests or developers like the property for
commercial use?

Where will you get the money to buy the property?
Who are your opponents? What are theii power bases?
Which decision makers will you have to influence?
What'are the issues?
How many people agree that the property should become park
land?

Whenever yOu want to affect local, state, or federal policy; the same
questions must be agked. What is the present policy; and why is it in
place now ?_ Whci' is really concerned about it? Is it just you and a few
others, or does it. affect a wide range of people? Now controversial is
your cause; and more .importantly, how "attractive" is it? Can people
understand and identify with your issue? Will, they be "turned on" by
it? There are definite partis'''ans on such issues'as abortion and gun
control; Thus we-don't have to evaluate whether tfiata itiiat are "live
ones." But suppose you advocate something like the Theodore
Roosevelt Memorial Commission? At thiS time in history it is doubtful
whether many people would rally around/it as a cause; Is your issue
substantive? These questions must be asked; and their answers Must
cbe evaluafed. The firpt step in your strategy is to state the problem so it;
is readily tinderstanclable.and can.easily excite people. For you to win,
you must be,able tp explain your:issue in no more than two SentenceS.
Suppwe you want to change '-a fundingformula of a certain law or
agency. Such formulas are'generally.very complicated. You don't need
to explain all the.detailg of theldrihula to get people to fight to change
it. It is genprally'slifficient to say; "Under the existing formula we don't
get our fair share. ;If we can chenge it; we should receive twice as
much as We do now." That's easy to understand; and. people can have
feelingkabout it;
12

For any effort to succeed; everyone involved must uhderstand the
issues. If network members have a chance to tell a pen 8to? that "We
have a problem" but they are vague about what.they want and dori't
fully understand.the.issue; then they will not be able to communicate
effectively, Such people may oven Obtifiiie the issue. The contact will
have been wasted, and the goal will not be advanced; If you write to a
Congressional office to effect change; and.say; "A great program is
going to be terminated
. . Please vote tdsave it.," the legislatot (Ot
staff member) will try to respond; If they don't know what the Ot Ojeoi
isi they will have to figure out whether ifis federally be Statk funded..
They may also find that the project is 8 otiecifidAg8n-cy inSillr
community that is in trouble but the laW authorizing it is not being
considered at that time It may be that a federal ,or state agency is
going to terminate the funding, or that the problem is local and has
nothing to do with the law itself. When a federal agency isirFonsiderihg
termination of a program; and you want to stop it, what you need is
political pressure to get the agency to reverse its position. You must
spell this outand not simply ask the lawmaker to VOte to save it
As your hfitwork becomes more sophisticated; it will begin to
understand that when policy makers are pressured they look for the
Source of the pressure. They ask: Does it come from one part. of the
City Or one school diitrict? IS it city-Wide? Is it county-wide? Does it
come frOrh all over the district or state? 16 it a Problem within One
school; one classroom; one agency; one organization? Therefore, plan
your strategy so there appears to be broad support fot your goals.
To fully understand your issue you need to know the specific, funding
source for your program. If it is a state funded program; realize that
state senators and house members are usually eager to hassle the ''',4overnor's dell:ailment heath. Be careful when you play-off one against.
the other, but know that it can be done; It's bast to work closely with
both sides.

9, Communicate
With Your Representative
4-.
Not everyone has tpe time; opportunity, or money to go to
Washington or to the state capitol to tell his or her elected
representatives _his or her thoughts and problems or hOW they Should
vote The easiest, cheapest, and one of the most effective ways to
communicate is, by letter. However, letterS must be timely and precise.
Your letter-will compete With many dtheit.'received in that office that
day. Some Members of eongress receive a few hundred letters a week,
While others receive many thousands. Mail generally falls into the
fdllbwing broad categories:
13
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News on legislation and issues
Requests

Casework involving constituent problems
Invitations
"Thank yobs"

.;

"How could yous"
General politics

MiscellaneouS comments from people rangiha from "kooks" to
admirers.

Because many offices receive so much mail, ber in mind certain
baliC ideas if you want your letter to have an impact. It makes no
difference what kind of paper you use; it can be stationery or looseleaf
paper. The letter should be pithy, but still include 'all the facts; If you
are writing `about a particular bill; be sure to include the name of the bill
and the bill number (e,g;; HR-1234 if it is:a House& Representatives_
bill; S-4321 if it is a Senate bill). Bill numbers are needed because in
each Congress tens of thousands of bills are introdiked.
To be meaningful, your message should be aimed at a specific piece
of legislation. Present the Member with a clear, concise 'argument either
for or against a legislativelssue. Also state the reasons for your
particular position. Most important; show how the pthicular issue will
affect people within the Member's districttor state;
Whatever you do; don't send a pre-printed or form, letter that
hundreds of other people are going to copy and send to the same
Member..Don't use cliches or slogans; use your,own words. Only they
will be heard and make a difference. Nothing looks worse to a legislator.
than an obviously orchestrated campaign. If an elected repredentat. e
sees fifty or one hundred` identical letters s /he will tend:to disregar
them; There is no substitute for one carefully worded, -thoughtful letter
from a.Member's district; Several years ago; a bill to extend the Older
Americans Act was being considered by the Congress;' Members and
staff were stymied on solving a particular problem. A woman wrote
from a Member's district. The handwritten letter said, 'I'm sixty-eight
years old. Here is a partiCular problem I am having and this is what I
suggest you do:" She added, "I don't know anything about writing
laws; but I do know that thii is.one way. to solve this problem." As it
turned out; that was the answer the committee was searching for, and
her idea was incorporated info the lam
People wonder whether anybody pays attention to Congressional
mail. This exampleShows that one letter'-dan makCa difference. Today,
most letters get some attention because they are from the people who
.
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elected the Member. Members are more conscious than ever before that '
they must accommodate the people back home. Congress has turned
over its membership more than se\ienty-five percent since 1972. Any
Member during that time who didn't attend to the people back home is
probably out of office by now. Many defeats during the last eight years
have been attributed to Members taking their constituents for granted.
Another factor to remember is that all Members have the same
importance t ay; a freshman may have as much clout as a twenty,
year veter committee chair.
At this oint, we should note that single-issue campaigns, consisting
o
y thousands of letters on an individual issue (such as abortions
and gun control) usually receive a standard answer on the Member's
position. These letters are measured by quantity rather than by content:
Members mill ge crally use those letters; particularly those frotheir
rn
own districts; to j tify their positions if they are compatible. They may
reexamine their positions if substantive points, particularly from their
own constittients,,are made: ,
Since the volume it gerierelly great, Members will probably not read
all their mail. In fact, the majority'of Members read only the most
substantive comme-nts. Even if the Member does not personally read
the letter, somebody in the office will. Signifipent Fettters are always
brought to the Member's attention: Thig is why if your problem requires
casework, you must clearly describe_ it and suggest potential solutions.
If you .are statingwour position on a particular bill, you should clearly
identify what you seek.
In addition to keeping your letter short; including specific background
information; and focusing on one subject; you should realize that the
tirping of you letter is critical. If youwrite your MeMber about a bill
'that might nipt come pp for a vote for six months, chantes are you will
get a pro forma response. But unfortunately your letter may not have
any impact. If your letter- arrives after the vote, it will have no effect.
Clearly, timing is as important as all the other factors.
Become as much of a "politician" as your elected representative is.
The possibilities for you to meet your Representative are unlimited.
Most have local offices and spend much time in their districts. If you
can, make an appointment to meet him or her: Once you have met your
Representative, and have developed a persdnal relationShip, then when
you _rite in the future, you can personalize your letter saying "Dear
Torn" or "Dear Shirley." A personalized letter will get special attention
in the office.
One of the best ways to "seal your friendship" is to write a letter to
the Representative following any meetings; particularly if the
Representative helped you The first letter could be a "thank you
letter. Be careful not to abuse the privilege: Simply because you have a

'`7o
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contact with a Member doesn't mean that you:should write on a.daily
or weekly basis. Write whenever ypu have an important reason.
Telegrams generally 'Pre a.w"aSte of time and money. They are usually
too short to say much, and they rarely make a difference. MailgraMS,
they are timely, can Provide a useful tool for comniunicating Bacause
there canbe more content in them. Although they Will probably not
contain any newinformation'that will tarn a vote around,- they can tend,
to reinforce your RepreSentative's. stand.

10. Understand the R101e of Time ,arid Circumitances
:

Other variables to consider are "time"- and "circumstances." Eyen
withthe best planning, strategy, and contacts, other factors will often
affect you and yoUr positron. If the: time or Circumstarices are not right,'
your objectives, no matter flow valid, may not be achieved: The
--following are some basic concepts regarding these factors;
Circumstances include fate and public sentiment These can often
be controlled or manipulated; You can cre,bte the atmosphere for
the crisis or cause; you cart keep issues alive: Dramatize-factors
and evedts to produce a. positive effect. Negative publicity can dull
or completely ruin a good.cause.
,To achieve success :may take years: Be flexible; those who cannot
orwill not compromise rarely win.. Don't get locked into 'one i
poition. (A rigid position formed in 1.976 might not fit into !actors
or circumstances at work, in 1981.)
.
Thoroughly understand all sides of an. issue: _Recognize that for

eve' idea there is at least.one opposing idea, or another way'.of
accomplishing the same thing.
c

Understand the 'opposition end help to defuse it; recognize that it is
not always or necessarily wrong. 4,
Be prepared for the known and the unknown.

Rqognize where y
people throughout

I

-

r cause fits in the priorities of-the majority of t,
Or city, state, or the nation.

Often your goal (q law, specific funding, or a specific policy
deciSion) can become so cb.o.troversial, or the circumstances or
timing surroundin your goal can get sclouded, that the
legislation you supported may be killed.
4.

.
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in the process of compromise, -even asingle sonceptxan become
Confused and complicated when ihe;preSsires_are great enough.
and when. attempts are made to-satisfy n2ore than one vested
interest.
.

11; Testify Before Official Bodies
.-

.

.

In the fallowing sctiont ire will describe how to effectively prepare,'
present; and follOW-ton :testimony before ciffiCial bodies:'Although We'
refer to -Member" and ".Congress;" the guidelines we Offer
can be
,.,
_
-.
applied at all levels !of government;
.

.

-4
-.:
Lay the Groundwor
A 'public hearing is only orie step-in'the_procesi.a d it is important
that you not fotus SII yoUr energies there: By develirping4 reopen with. the staff. of a committee and a Membe(,s own office; as:viell as with
.f,. c
',the Merrhei; and by treating with Members.
both
and in
.
,
. at hpme
,
..
.....Congresp,,you lay important groundwork. If. you db tbis,:well, the five Or
ten minutes you get to speak at a easing will be icing on the,cake.
-Don't thick that because Vou did ell at a particular hearing, everything
,you
will be accomplished.;, llow 7up by you' aand many others will ; '
be needed:;AlSo, ey n though-Yo have gotten a bill SigneOnto law,. it
-.will still b'e-necessa to get don appropriated so that those laws and
prOgrams.0en'by=ca ried out The-process is continuous;
- Theoretically, C.p gressionel hearings 6an be.held almost anywhere;
There is-no set, rule, about hearings outside Washington. It istotally,vp
to the Chair or Mernbers of a cOmMittee: They often tend not to travel,
Pecause the preSs is critical of -junketS." The press generally interprets
any trip; outside Washington, regOdless.of-the destinationi as frivolous:s
1

:

.

,

.

.

,..
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,

, QUitethecontrarY is'true:Possibly the most effective way to influence
:
city to
"-Mdmbers of Congie§s iS to get them .to tome to a city
ipro terns first hand; to hear from people at the local level rather than
,from- 1;41'Sts. !fAbu want to hold a hearing in yoardistrict, begin by
rough your. elected Representative. See i1 s /he can get the
.:,wor".-

".

.

t

comrnitt e totrayet teyour location.yeo; arrange forfUll,presS
,
civet e. >;,..
.

'Laying:the groundwork involves uncle steOding tte,roleS, of the
various committees before,wham you'rnactestifyiaditWeli:ii the
,;. differences in hearings; Authorizatiorrand approPriatiOns coMmittees
have totally different rrtissioris and memberships. Authbrizing,
.
.. committees Originate the program4.teil how -it will work,.'and Set the
Spending le -Is necessary to carry oottnerirograrn.: Appropriations
committeesprOvida the actual dollarS to operate the programs.
A
.

I
I:

t, / ,
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Authorizing.

mmittees tend fo'hold hearings non one subject and to
get into it in gnat 'detail: Asa result; yciiir time before an appropriation
committee will be:shorter; Also,it is likely you will find your testimony
sandwiched between'that of groups with whom you are competingfor
the same scarce dollarsrlt is possible that on the same day; education,
health, aging, and handicapped groups will testify on the same bill: As a
result, Members have to jump from issue to issue very quickly and have
I little time to immerse themselves in all the details:
Althbugh-the full committee decides on final action, the bulk of the
work and the initial de6isions are. made in subcommittees that-do indepth e0alUations and analyses,,,end_make the basic recommendations '
for the final bill that will g VO.the full committee. Although the full
Lot.committee can change a 'bill completely; generally subcomittee
recommendatiOns are accepted.
Laying the groundwork also requires you to, keep in mind that even
people with the same problems do not necessarily have the same
interests and'priorities. Therefbre, it may be difficult to forma really
united front. There is much diversity of opinion in most legislative
bodies. Approaches are usually philosophical rather than representative
of a particular party. Accept the.fact that reasonable men and women
are going to differ. YoUr job is to recognize these differences and turn
them to your advanta 6.
If ybu belong to an rganization which doesn't necessarily have a
position; or which is of involved with the subject of your concern, it
might be possible to et the group to 'support your cause. People in
other organizations ay be able to influence decision makers,
In preparing to tes ify, you shoUld completely understand all the
major issues thtnhakre been raised in the pro am or subject area so
you are not em4rressed'ai the hearings:
In the preliminary stage of your campaign, you should also (earn
something about the districts and personal backgrounds of the
committee- Members. It Will assist,you both in anticipating questions
and Th understanding theMember's frame of reference when a question
is asked. You sh6uld understand how the issue affects the districts.
You should also/be aware of Members' previous involvement with the
issue.

.

:

kemember, as you work; to keep your constituents and supporters
informed. Don't go offl,as a lone eagle, because you may complicate or
cancel out an overall plan;
Plan to Testify

Generally, if you want to appear before a committee, all you have to
.'do is contact the committee staff. Usually it is enough to say, "I
understand hearings will be held on such and such a date, and I would
18
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like to appear as a witness'." Your being heard; depends upon the
number of days.the committee is scheduled to hear public witnesses:
Sometimes due to limited time.; you will be asked to submit a statement
for the record: This statement will appear just as though you had
testified personally: The statement becomes Part of the history of the
bill.

Copies should be delivered at least twenty -four hours before the
sch-edilled hearing. It is simply impossible to absorb the facts and
details of a statement during a hearing: there are to() manV other
distractions
phones; visitors; staff; bells; and votes: NiCur statement
wirl haVe a much greater impact and the questions will be much:More
specific and helpful if seen".ahead of time
.

\ Preliminary meetings with Members can be valuable for identifying
_issues for. discussion in hearin9s. SUch;_informal meetings can also

,

foster the essential sense of4ithiliaritC'trust, and confidence. A
t.to suggest such infOrmal meetings in advance
.:Witness may even
of the hearings:,

,

,

.

Prior tO,p. heating; call'the appropriate staff to as
hat concerns may
ba expressed. dOng the_hearingand what points should be covered in
;the 'Written statement. Continuous contact alerts staff to_problems and
,.gives them a practical understanding of your objectives. Don't be
discouraged if you don't get to see a particurar Member but have to
meet with the staff. You will,probably save yourself a lot of time and
work if you do speak to them.. Rememper;.they are in a position to
influence the Members'. judgments and Votes.
Realize.that Member§ of the staff may not know the subject as well
as you do. It'is Critically _important for you to realize that often people
who -make deCisions which affect the lives of many may not know as
much about the subject as you do. You may be an expert, but the fact
,remains that theyi not you, have the final vote. Evfin though-th4-may
not know all the 'answers; be careful not to talk down to `them. On the
other hand; many Members and their staffs have worked in subject
areas for, years, and although 4ey are not trained in those areas, they
have become very knoWledgegole about them.,
Don't ignore any Member or staff perion even though they arelnot on
the particalar committee which, you are'trying to influence,Rernember,
people talk to one another and you never know whensomebody may
be able to help your cause.
Although, you shouldn't do it too ofteh; use a celebrity who will get
the Committee's attention in undreamed-of ways, If you do; malip,sure s/he knows the subject: An example of an effective "star" who
testified before a committee recently is Nanette Fabray. The first thing
s14ptilid when called to_start was to move her lips and speak
souri'dlessly. After a minute she said to the Members, "You have now
4

f
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just experienced what it is like to be deaf." EVeryone woke up
d aid
attentisnl
It may be possible, once you have a relationship with staff, to give
them written questions witch you are prepared to answer. This will
supplement your testimomiland give you an opportunity to emphasize
issues which will help your case; There,is no way that a Member can
%-be-made to-ask all your questions; s/he-may ask only one or two. If you
see that happening while responding to one question, y.ou, may take the
opportunity to throw in some Of your other points.
.

PrepareAfourTestimony
Effective testimony begins with well prepared documents such as
brief' stptements,,'6doCi tables Or'dtaphs; and clear illustrations and
examples% If you use charti, make sure they are accurate, consistent,
and eye catching. If large charts are used, be sure to use a reduced
version in your written testimony. Use slides and overhead projectors

Member& as well as committee staff, generally work in several areas
and have a broad overview of more than one problem; Arguments are
often similar,adrdis allthe areas (handicaPped, aged, children, poor).
When you advodate for a program, it is not enough to say that a
particulaK.groUp has "Unique needs," or "Society has an obligation to
help a group or disuse" or "if the federal government does not take care
of them, no One will." These arguments are presented for every bill or
program before the committee. You must recognize that Members are
always being pressured by varied lobbies and interest groups. So you
must be able to demonstrate why the particular needs or positions you
advocate are, indeed, unique and worthy of support. In short, avoid
cliches;

Be sure to frame recommendations in terms of specific legislative
changes. Provrding a specific idea to accOmplish the desired ends is as
important as graphic and real testimony. Don't worry about using legal
language; attorneys will appropriately draft the bill for the Members.
Testimony should be short, stimulating, and somewhat overstated to
incite the Members to learn about your programs and arrive at
judgments concerning appropriate action; When they are involved in a
dialogue in which their questions have been answered, they will retain
the_lessons much better.
Make your testimony as positive as possible while being truthful. Talk

about what works, not what doesn't. Avoid using all your time
discussing the inadequacies and failures of a program. Cife, wherever
possible, good examples in the Members' states or districts. If you are
asking for additional funds or legislative authority, talk about how the
expansion will enhance what works., no.,
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Don's overkill with excessive detail just becaus0 you know all the
bureaucratic complexities. Tell the committee what time it is . not
how the watch works.
The best testimony is graphic and real; The stock in trade of
politicians is solving concrete problemS for identifiable individuals.
Outstanding testimony often involves. bringing real people from the field
people served or affected by the program.
.
Consider using a case-study approach to give life to a presentation.
Have real people tell their story. Then draw the appropriate lessons
from the case study and demonstrate with the backup data "for the
record" that the problem illustrated by the stis, tyzie of general concern;
Politicians are accustomed,to solving constituents' problems and
responding to real peopres' needs;
Avoid attacking any group in your testimony: Saying things like,
"Well the blind for a certain minority group) are getting such and such"
may not help your case and could even result in your losing points:14i
may be talking to a Member who has a blind person in his or her family
or to Members who have large black, Spanish, or other minority
constituencies. You .don't have to shoot somebody else down to make
your case;
Present Your Testimony
Even if the Members are not, you should be prompt; Be prepared to
start immediately when the Members have arrived. Do not be surprised

if some Members arrive late or drift in and out. Introduce yourself to the
Members and staff present before the hearing begins and make any
small talk that seems appropriate;
Speak the language of a layperson; Don't use scientific or
professional jargon that will not be understood. When it comes to
credentials, Members are'lseldom, impressed. Do not use your time and
the first page of your statement to let, everyone know how important
and qualified you are. This is assumed, and will be verified if you can
say why you are before the committee and what action should be taken
on behalf of those you represent and those the committee Members
represent;

Remember the basics. Speak loudly enough; don't mumble. With the
extraneous noise in- the room, it is difficult for some Members to hear.
Create a feeling of trust and confidence between yourself and the
Members. Members are policitians and are familiar with taking the word
of a person they trust. They frequently judge a program or a cause by
their perceptions of the person making the case; This feeling of trust
can be created by the informal contacts; the demonstration of
sensitivity to the problems of people; the willingness to engage in
dialogue; and the virtuoso petfortnance.
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Or testimony should, in most cases, be Limited tp five to ten
min tes. It should only hit the highlights. Reading a long, dry statement
is not a good idea. Limiting your presentatiob leaves time for questionS
and dialogue.. Lengthy written material to cover specifics should be
inserted in the record to make your backup data available to the
committee. Further, the bulk is useful when a Member argues the same

issue later;

-

A good witness is a good merchandiser. S/he knows the subject
(product) and knows the committee and Members (customers).
Homework should, be extensive-, Members' special concerns must be,
known. This allows the testimony to be focused and to include
effective information about "back home" in the Member's state or
district.
The hearing is like a performance. The more entertaining, interesting,
or different you make your_presentation, the more likely Members will
respond positively to you. Saying things like, "You owe us this," or
"Congress shouldn't promise more than it can deliver," may be right,
but you will get nine out of ten Members' backs against the wall. You
are attacking the institution.
Remember that the best testimony appears extemporaneous.
Politicians are impressed by the lone individual giving a virtuoso
pegormance.- They feel that their effectiveness as legislators is judged
in large part by their sure grasp Of the facts and their ability to react
quickly to the flow of events in a hearing; mark-up, floor debate,- or
conference committee. Thus they are likely to be favorably impressed
by witnesses who meet the standard by which they feel they are
judged.

Provide, for the committee your best professional judgment on what
what action they should take. It's the best thing you
haye going for you, and the most honest. In conducting a dialogue
during the hearing, try to strike a balance between being forceful;
articulate, and witty. Arrogance or condescension-invites trouble:
It does not hurt to say "I don't know" (as long as you don't say it
too often); Admitting you don't know can bea mark of honesty. Move
on to talk about something you do know about. A response of "I don't
know" can be followed by an offer to submit an answer or the data
requested later for the record. Such offers should be faithfully honored,
preferably within a couple of weeks.
Don't be concerned if a staff member sits in on any Meeting. In the
long run it will be a plus for you; If a Member. doesn't know all the
details aboUt a specific area chances are s/he will have a responSible
staff person do the follow-up work. Keep in mind that it is the staff
who prepare questions and write background papers on the issues.
should be.dene
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If the hearing is being televised you will usually find many Members
present at the beginning ,to take advantage of the media exposure,
particularly if it is a major hearing on a very important subject;
However, television Cameras seldom stay all day and neither do
Members.

In Congress, as in most public bodies, a verbatim transcript is made.
If the chair says, "We're very busy, would you summarize your
statement and at this point it will be included, in the record," it will be
included just as though you had read it.
A hearing is only one part of the work of a legislative body; Other
business takes place and, therefore; any hearing may be interrupted at
any time for a variety of reasons. You might be in the middle of a
statement which took you two weeks to prepare, only to hear the chair
say, "The bells have rung and the Members have been called to the
floor for a vote." You may find this frustrating since you have so little
time to testify. If Members leave for a vote, it will take at least fifteen
to thirty minutes before they return; This; of course; will shorten your
time to testify. Also you will find that with each roll call vote, the
is not
number of.'Members returning to the hearing has decreased.
necessarily a reflection on you or your subject. Sometimes Members are
scheduled to be in more than one hearing at the same time and they
want to appear in as many places as possible.
There are times when you will appear before a committee only to find
one Member present When this happens; look around and see the
number of staff. Many will be there representing their Members: They
are listening to every word and taking notes. They are important
because they report back to the Members. When the final vote is taken,
every Member, whether or not s/he attended the hearings, has a vote.
Committees operate under a number of parliamentary rules such as
the five-minute rule. If a subcommittee has fifteen members, rarely will
all fifteen show up for a hearing. If a significant number do, the chair .
would probably invoke what is called the "five-minute rule:" Under the
five-minute rule, each Member, beginning on the majority side, has five
minutes to make a statement or develop a line of questions.°After five
minutes (and it Gould be less, depending on the prerogative of the
chair), the first Member on the minority side gets to question.
Sometimes other Members will pick up the original line of questioning
but more likely each Member will have his or her own line. Because of
this continuous shifting; a particular line of thought may become very
difficult to folloW.
Suppose you have spent two weeks preparing testimony, you are
ready to make a great impact on the committee with a magnificent
document which will go down in the annalt of legislative history, and
you don't get to read it. Suppose you only get five minutes to
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summarize your statement. You can expect to be frustrated. But then,
view yourself as the fifth witness on the tenth day of hearings'bn the
same subject; If you put yourself in the role of a Member who has sat
through all ten sessions, you, will understand the boredbre and drop-off
rate:

.

:

As a witness you may choose to ignore the chair's request to limit
your statement. Although you may be on siege, in most cases you will
have lost your point. Be as concise as possible. Remember; Members
-want to get'on with it
You will find at times that although you are the best witness on a
particular subject; and you should be accorded the spotlight and testify
by Ourself, you may be testifying with several others at the same time.
Whether you are alone or with others depends upon the committee and
the amount of time it has scheduled to hear about the particular
subject. If you are one of three or four witnesses scheduled for that
day, you will probably appear alone; Some committees; however,
schedule fifty or sixty witnesses a day under the theory that everybody
should have an opportunity to be heard. When this happens, witnesses
will usually be grouped in panels. If so, other panel members may or
may not hold positions compatible with yours.
Issues are often very clear, but Members like to see the arguments pit
one against the other. A dialogue between witnesses gives them an
opportunity to hear all the arguments from thp experts; It is also a.good
way.of hearing from a number of people saying the same thing, in
different ways.. It is all part of the education of a committee as it
preparesto deliberate on a particular matter.
Generally a public hearing will be a very courteous exchange 'unless
the person speaking is at odds with the committee. Ofteh when a
witness testifies and a Member doessit like what s /he.
no
questions will be asked. However; depending upon the mood of the
day, tough questions'may be asked; Therefore; be,prepared for
anything;
Public officials may digress from the subject at hand depending upon

circurngtances at work that day. You may have just presented what you
consider to be brilliant testimony, only to find that the'questions have
nothing to do with your particular statement. A Member might simply
ask questions because of who you are or who you represent and get
into a line of discussion unrelated to your testimony. Always assume
that no matter how well you brief yourself and work with staff and
others, you will hear at least one "off-the-wall" question at any hearing
on any given day;
If you're in the audience during a hearing, and you feel com_pelled to
say something or ask a question, the best advice is ...don't. Chances
are you will not be allowed to and you .can actually have a negative
24
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effect on the entire procedure; Instead try to get to a Member or staff
person after the hearing and make your point at that time.
Always try to answer the committee's qUestions in the4irst sentence
of your response. if you want to supplement and qualify your response,
do it after the initial answer. Any witness who leaves a hearing without
being questioned should not feel relieved, because actually a significant
opportunity to effectively educate the Members has been lost:
Regardless of political party; or whether Membeis are conservatives
or liberals, they extend great courtesy to-one another; Only rarely does
the chair admOhish or cut off a Member publicly. Normally if the
Member insists on more time than usual, s /he will get it. Even thoUgh
Members may be 18Q degrees apart on philosophy, they may be the
best of friends.
Don't argue with MembersThey will always have the last word; If
you disagree; say so, state your case, and leave it at that; If you think
of an additional rebuttal after thft hearing (known as the "'l wish I'd
thought of that" syndrome), write the appropriate Member a note and
se._e that other interested parties receive a copy.
.

\If you feel a Member does not understand a subject or that you have
been attacked unjustly, accept the challenge, but do it carefully and
with deference. Remember, you may testify again on different subjects
and possibly for opposing positions; so do- not be too rigid or dogmatic;
It may come back to haunt youl
Courtesy dictates that you avoid interrupting a Member when s/he is
asking a question or making a statement. If a Member's time for
questioning expires before you can respond, ask the chair for a minute
or two to respond. Don't use a hearing to spring a surprise upon a
committee or unsuspecting public unless you have given the chair and
other ranking minority Members advance notice:Humor, not canned.
jokes, can be efferctiv in hearings if it is sporitaneous. It does,
hbwever; take some sensitivity to the styles of different Members.
...Members are put off by witnesses who appear to be meddling in igeir
business
politicS. They believe they are the experts in polit)Cs. They
appreciate testimony which demonstrates sensitivity to political
problems without ekplicitly telling tHem.,how to do their job, which is
making political judgments about questions of public policy.
..
Often a witness will notice Members talking among themselves and
appearing not to be listening to you; This is normal. Business takes
place during 'a hearing which may or May not relate to the subject beinb
discussed. At the same time, you may also see Members talking to
staff. This probably does relate to the subject of the hearing. Staff may
be suggesting questions to be asked. Don't Consider this rude;.it is part
of a normal hearin6. If you become indignant, it's going to be a rough
day for you. Several years ago at' a hearing, a witness complained
.
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efiiiut the talking. The witness said "I came herd at my own expense.:1
wetittobe heard. I want you all to pay attention'," Everything stopped.
The Witneis'finiShed her. prepared Statement; the chair thanked her and
excused her. NeegileSS to say, she was not questioned: That was the
last time she ever appeared before that committee.
:Finajly,:oourtesy requires you tO win and lose graciouSly. Allow the
Other person to save face if silie's a loser. Don't corner yoUr opipOnent.
There's alwayS tomorrow and there'yetwayS another issue. Leave the
door,open; yoUropposition tat&y rpaybe-ah ally tomorrow'
Tod often 'die work elected:officialg do is takenlor granted. They '
usually hear from people only'When they want soriiethinO or when they
r-are angry. If en 'elected official'detas sornething'for Vou, extend your
thanks. ,It will not go unnoticed.
'.;
0

12. Words to the Wise;..

t,

,

When working to affect-public
it's
's always good to Temind
yourself that as in baseball.. games, ''You win ayou logo a few;
and a few are rained out."Sornetisnet a bill will pass or fail regardless
of what you said or didn't say., The process friay-be."wired.:' You may
help to wire it. "Wiring" &ids not just happen. YOU have to put the
proper wires together just like an electrician. If you mess up; you will
get a short circuit and may be electroCuted. Thus, it is essential that .
you do sufficient homework to understand all tfieN:ey- issues. Keep
mind, however, that even "wired" bills seldom gain unanimous support: "
unless the substance is sound.
,.
Some4hink_aflobbying and Say, "We've got a problem; let's,gb see ,
our elected official." Many'vvrio lobby only come around when they.,
want something. At a result,:when they enter the room an antenna
;pops up'and klegislatoi thinki, "Okay, I'm doing to be hustled. today:;';
Eledted officials and their staffs are very busy. If thebnly time yop sae
them is when you are pressuring them to do something for you, it will
rapidly wear thin: The result is that you will eventually lo8e'acce8t
that individual. Don't abuse privileges or 'contacts-. 4
Don t be hostile-if a I'Vienlber doeSn't vote with you, this time indicate'
that you regret you couldn't get agreement on this particOlar issue, but.:
you look' forward to working with him or her in the future. If Members::
:don't run into hostiliti on a give n vbte, they are more li<ely to listen
carefully when you. come back for-soMething else. Elected officials and
their staffs are human: They respond to little niceties.
Don't.be so rigidin your position that you refuse to parti*ortilte. To
get something is more advantageous than to get nbtpingl.t;Often you will
havelo settle for less than you wented tlf you can't CbmkOrnise,
chanceS are you can be defeated,-by a minority of;ihterestOvho want to
q
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stop you-from getting anything. Also, always have a fall =back position.
Most legislatures are bicaMeral, meaning that they have two houses.
Never assume that'what happens in one legislative body is known to
the other, and do not attempt to play the policies or members of one
house against the other. Each'body is constitutionally separate and
does not want to,acknowledge the existence of the other; Follow
relevant events in both houses and implement your strategies
appropriately in each one.
One thing which disabled advocates in particular should remember is
to vary their approach. Do not use the tame people.time after time to
ake your case. Visual impact can be very effectivei, particularly:when
a disabled person testifies. This often has "shock". value. One mite of
caution though is, don't overuse the shock approach because it will
lose effectiveness; Also make your most effective and lAoised speaker
your spokesperson:
Finally, keep trying. You may not Win. It would be very easy_ in losing
the first time to throw up your hands.and say, "The system stinks."
Remember, you may have failed due to fabtors over which you had no
control. HoWever, you are bUilding'for the future. If you make a good
showing and make some good contacts, yOu will lay the groundwork
for years to come. If you have made a contact with:a,klember 6r With
the staff, even though you lost; keep the contact up. Keep the
communications open; Build, a rapport The process of eduCating policy
makers is ongoing. Once you get them involved and interested, they
may respond, in the- future.
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1 .

Introduction

The character of American society is molded by the structured
interaction of more than 200 million individual's. All fundamental
aspects of daily living from meeting basic needs to defining acceptable
social behavior, must be decided among citizens with vastly different
beliefs and principles; The vehicle to determine policies and maintain
the orderly operation Of our society is, of course, government.
Subdivided into numerous jurisdictions (i.e., local, state, and federal)
government continously monitors the status of the nation and develops
or revises policies in response to perceived needs.
'- Recognizing the broad purpose of government and its dominant role
in influencing social conduct, it is clear that concerned individuals must work effectively within the established political process to influence
dedisions on policies which they consider important. Government may
not resolve an issue to the complete satisfaction of all individuals; yet,_
it does provide a forum to potentially affect public policy. In contrast,
an iniliVidual who chooses not to work within the "system" will have
little opportunity to successfully influence policy. A'traveller, for
example, who refuses to use modern transportation will confront
substantial hardship if s /he insists on walking from Los Angeles to New
York instead of driving; Actually; challenging the political process can-'
be less effective than simply ignoring it. Such action could be compared
to driving the wrong way .on a one-way street to protest traffic laws.
The proteSt is likely.to adversely affect the protester but is extremely
unlikely to change the traffic laws.
Frequently, individuals with strong opinions on certain issues, who
are willing to work within the system to address them; do not
participate in government decision- making procedures because they are
intimidated by the scope and complexity of government. Ndturally, an
individual's effectiveness in the political process will be enhanced by
experience.and refined lobbying skills; yet, most successful attempts to
influence policy decisions rely on "average" individuals who dedicate
their time and energy to the long and often tedious process of
developing issues and executing strategies in a planned and disciplined
,manner. Despite popular conceptions; "lobbying" a particular
government body does not depend on subtle internal maneuvering or
brilliant strategies. On the contrary-,.influencing a political decision
involves persistence and a commitment to hard work. In essence, many
of the apparently intimidating aspects of the political process are
substantially more myth than fact.
In a similar manner, too many individuals opt out of the political
prodess because they don't recognize their value to a lobbying
movement. They are victims of a popular misconception; That is; when
28
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confronted with the question"Flow can one individual make a
difference in such a large process?"they tend to significantly
underestimate their importance. Essentially, any lobbying effort is
performed solely by individuals. One individual works with a second
individual, who works with a third, and so on, until they create a
coordinated effort to achieve a policy objective. Specific functions are
designated for each person. Although the functions of some individuals
may be in the center of public attention while the action of others is
unnoticed, it cannot be assumed that one individual's participation is
more important than the work of others. For instance, a witness who
provides the key testimony at a hearing on a particular issue is likely to
receive a fair amount of public attention. Yet, that witness could not
have testified without the work of many other individuals.
Thus, the process of influencing_public policy requires the
participation of many individuals. For all practical purposes, average
citizens who join:an effort to influence government decisions become
lobbyists. Their activity may include writing to legislators, providing
testimony, or 'coordinating the efforts of a lobbying team. Regardless of
-the complexity or simplicity of any individual's function, s /he can offer
a valuable contribution to a lobbying effort. In the following sections of
this paper we will discuss the structure of government and how issues
are developed within that structure. Included in the discussion will be
the roles of all individuals, both laypersons and Skilled lobbyists, in
successful efforts to influence public policy.

2. TheStructure Of government
As discussed in The View from the Hill, everyone has been exposed
to the basic process of decision making; Nonetheless, understanding
the basic approach to Influencing a decision is; in itself; insufficient to
influence a government policy decision.
In sports, for example, though athletic ability is important to an
--individual's performance, it does not, in itself, enable one to influence
the event's outcome. In "a football game, try to imagine a quarterback
who 'can throw a football with outstanding ability, but who does not
knoW the rules of the game; To be a successful participant, the player
must unde.rstand how to influence the game's score by scoring points
under the rules of that game.
Similar to the athlete who must know the basic rules of the game to
help the team win, a lobbyist must know how to participate
successfully in government decision-making. The responsibility of
government is immense. Therefore, government authority is distributed
throughout numerous components that have jurisdiction over certain
functions or geographia areas; Each component is likely to have 'a
.
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- unique character and decision-making process. Thus, the decisions of
each government body will be influenced in a different manner, just as
points are scored differently in soccer and football..Attaining a desired
PoliCy;objective will often depend on how well a lobbyist understands
the structure of government and the nature "of the particular
government body whi ch s/he is attempting to influence;
The most common division of authority is the separation of the
administrathie from the legislatiVe branch of government. The legislative
branch establishes the law, and the administrative branch implements
the intent of the law. On a partiCular issue, the legislative branch plays
a very visible role in making impOitent decisions. Vet; the statUte (law)
enacted by the legislative body frequently requires the administrative
branch to develop specific instructions (regulationa) on how to interpret
the law; Thus; administrators can be flexible in determining policies
.;
which reflect the intent of the law.
At times, individuals restrict their concept of lobbying to actions that
only influenCe the legislative process rather than the decisions of the
administrative branch. Such a self-imposed limit on the scope of
lobbying can defeat an attempt to influence public policy.
essence,
two factors must be acknowledged; On the one hand; the
administrative branch cannot implement a policy or program unless the
legislative branch authorizes it and appropriates the funds to carry it
out. On the other hand, the legislative branch can establish policies and
appropriate funds; but, it is the adminiitrative branch which actually
uses them to implement a designated policy.
,;
The struggle to implement Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 illustrates the function of the administrative brancli;and the need
to influence the action of both the administrative and legislative
branches; In 1973; Congress passed a law which, among Other
provisions, established a federal policy prohibiting discrimination on the
basis of disability. The law,,however, had little effect on the average
citizen until 1977 when the administrativ,Obranch of the federal
.government finally published regulations v(vhich speCified hOW the intent
of Congress was to be carried out. Even today, the administrative
branch has not completed the regulations to implement this 1973 laW;
To be sure, much can be; said about the Rehabilitation Act; yet; the
pOint of this example is that the success of a lobbying effort must be
measured by the actual impact on consumers; In most cases,'
influencind the passage of a law cannot be Considered a succiss unless
the action of the administrative branch is also influenced.
In addition to the distinction between administrative and legislative
components of government; authority is 'commonly distributed among
three basic levels of governMent: local, state, and federal. Public
policies are often implemented thipugh,joint efforts of all three levels;
.
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Accordingly, to influence policy, it maybe necessary to monitor and;
influence the decisions made at each level. For example, attaining an
integrated system of easily accessible public transportation for
handicapped and nonhandicapped individuals is currently a major issue.
Fdeioal action is extremely significant because it offers a means to
assure consistent transit policies throughout the nation, Nonetheless; it
would be foolish to overlook the potential for state or, local government
to either.positively or negatively affect the availability of transportation
services.

!

After ,.gaining an initial understanding of the various gOVern ent
components and of their structured interactions, a 4bbyist should
recognize each component as separate entity with its own interest
and character that determine ow'it can be influenced; Decisions in
;government are made by pee le; and effectively influencing policY
idecisidns implies the ability t successfully influencthel3eople making
I the decisions. The.decision mi kers however,are not as free to develop
their opiniohs as it might seep. On the contrary, they are substantially
influenced, by the procedures lunder which they function. Likewise a
lobbyist's ability to gain acceasito the decision makers and to offer
meaningful inform-ation depends on his or her knowledge of the
procedures within a particular government body.
The following illustrations should make this principle clear. As the size
and complexity of government increase, the, procedures for making
dqpisions and influencing the decision makers change. A small-town
mayor can personally attend to the. needs of the citysand of the
constituents who elected him or her. The MayOc.of New York City,.
understandably, does not.have the same flexibilikV n time or in political
commitments to work that way; Whereas a' snialklown mayor may be
most effectively Influenced by a personal diacussi6n4lie large-city
mayor is likely to delegate responsibility to a staff. member who may
,exec it the issue to-be prisented intwriting and perhaps, in a specific
forrnat. A lobbyist who does not understand this may discover that an
excellent written position on an issue is useless in influencing a decision
'in a small towri4ndthat pursuing a personal meeting with.a large
city's mayor is hopeless;
In another example; the United States Senate has 100 Members who
represent fifty jurisdictions, the states. Some states are comparatively
small, yets,, as a whole, the Senate must be responsive to the entire
nation. E0en if a Senator from a small State could maintain close
contact with constituents, s/he is committed to observe the procedure
of an institution designed to suit the entire federal government. To
assure the orderly performance of business, the Senate follows precise
rules iridecision making; Occasionally, a. lobbyist/Can'influence a
decision by expressing ,a position to readily accessible Members of the
,_.
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Senate or their staff. However, if a lobbyist understands and follows
the procedures and presents a position to the Members who have major
roles in deciding policy in the specific area of interest; then; the-effort is
more likely to be productive;
,Understanding the/ "character" of a particulargovernment bridy is
more abstract than knowing the technical relationships of that body try'.
other government Components or the internal procedures for
formulating policies; nonetheless, it is an important aspect of lobbying.
Broadly, the character of a government body can be considered in
terms of its ten litivities and common mode of operation; :the general
character of a,5 ate legislature; for example; is molded by such factors
as;how its me bers are selected and the functions' they must perform.
That is them mbers of the legislature are elected by the voters of a
district, and eyare assigned to promote.the general welfare of their
state aS.wel as that of their own" constituents. As elected officials";
they can b expected to be sensitive to their constituents' opinions and,
' as membe s of a legislative body with a broad purpose, they will usually
discuss *nes in general terms that are recognized'by laypersons; In
contrast; a local commission with a specific purpose and appointed
members may have a very different character. Surely,,an appointed
official is likely "to be sensitive to a different kind of political pressure
than an elected Official. Also', a government body with a specifiat
function (i.e., a transit distriCt board of directorsl is lik
to discuss
issues in detail and with e degree of technical
dge that/
laypersons may not possess.,By evaluating the
erecter of a particular '
government body, a 1,byist,Can gain meanin ul insight intQhow
information should be presented.(i.e.Onthe nguage of a tech9ician or
in more common ternis) and on the general. ature of the memfrers who
will be making decisions.__

In summary, the/overall structure of govern ent, the internal
procedures of specific government bodies and th haracter of each
body play significant roles in government operation.
impqrtant,
these aspects affect the ability of lobbyists to influence dec sions. For
this reason; a lobbyist must adopt a broad view of the decision-making
process; Due to overlapping jurisdictions; a single body may not have
the ;authority to act on an issue in the manner desired by the lobbyist.
In such cases, the deCisions of other government componentsTMUst be!
influenced, or their decisions must be assimilated into the position Op_
lobbyist is presenting. Likewise, the position of the lobbyist should be'
presented through the appropriate procedure in a particular government
body and in a manner that is technically and politically compatible vvith
the character of that body; ThuS,i lobbying is as much a matter of
accommodating institutions as it is of accommodating individuals. A
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lobbyist's effectiveness substantially depend's on his or her recognition

of this fact.

3; How Issues Are Developed in the Political Process
.

.

Sooner or later, everyone participates in resolving a probrein. In most
day-to-day activities weoonfront,simple concerns such as establishing
a policy on selecting which.teleV4Sionprogram to
as discussed
earlier. A number of fundamental steps are usually followed to resolve
such conflicts. First, the prirriary concern is identified. The next steps
include identifying the Source of the problem and possible solutions.
Finally, a policy is ekablished to resolve the problem, and a method of
implementing the decision is deyeloped.
Since the process of resolving an issue is so integrated into the
performance of daily activities, most people are unaware of their
invOlvement in a structured process. Many may not even realize an
"issue" exists.; yet!it does. For, example, a hungry person is confronted
with a problem. It could be defined aslhe need to satisfy hunger..
Several, options that could resolve the problem exist. The most practical
option may be to eat something; but other options include taking some
nonfood item to suppress the hunger, or simply tolerating it. Selection
of the best option may be influenced by a number of factors, such as
the fundS available to the person to buy food, or the person's desire to
meet other objectim like losing two pounds by the end of the week.
After considering the options and selecting the best one; the person
must then implement the decision. If the decision was to eat
something, the Individual might get his or her money and go to a
restaurant. If the decision .was not to eat, the person might resolve the
issue'by watching television as a *actionfrom the hunger.
As you.can see, when individuals are confronted by issues they
commonly resolve them through a structured procedure. Conceptually;
government resolves an issue in a similar manner. For instance;
consider the hungry individual as if s/he were a government entity,: The
issue is the same: "HOw will the hunger be satisfied?" After reviewing
the Options, assumethaf a decision wasrnade to est something. In this
case, the legislative branch Of:the:government pvould- have determined
the basic policy" In turn, the administrative branch will use the.
appropriated funds to buy the needed food at a restaurant: Consistent
with .the intent of the legislative branch, the administrators would
prescribe guidelines on the type of restaurant to be-used and which
menu items are acceptable.
.
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The Developmental. Stages

Surely governmentdecisions"cannot be considered as easily as
decisions affecting a single individual. 'Decisions and decision-making
procedures become more complex as more individuals and interest
groups become involved. Nonetheless, the development of an issue
from recognition through resolution tends to follow a common pattern
'.1Which can be separated into a series of identifiable stages;
Each stage of development is intended to accomplish a certain
purpose which will ultimately lead to an effective resolution of the
ain aspects of the final resolution will be determined at
issue. Thus,
each step. In ividuals or organizations -with an interest in the issue can
increase their abilities to influence decisions by recognizing the curt
tage of development and, accordingly, by addressing the specific
purpose of that stage;
This principle can be illustrated by considering the developmental
stages of a child. An infant -must first learn such survival skills as eating
and walking. In a very unscientific characterization of child
development, . other stages can be suggested, such as the general
development of the child's personality, the development of prevocational skills, and the attainment of specific vocational abilities. A
father who wants his son to grow up to be a doctor could enhance that
possibility by influencing each stage of development; During the early
years; he may stress the development of thoughtfulness and patience in
the child. The intermediate stages might focus on encouraging the child
to develop basic math and reading skills as. well as humanistic attitudes
toward society. In the final stage, he can address his desire more
directly by enrolling his son in medical school. In essence, the parent's
objective should be responsive to each stage of the child's development
by exerting influence i a manner tailored to-the purpose of each stage.
If a particular stage cif development is neglected; the entire process
a
may be affected. Certainly, a parent who hopes his child willMarine should not overlook the early stages of development and wait
until his son is old enough to enlist in the armed services to begin
exerting influence. Although the final stage of development offers the
opportunity to be direct about attaining a specific objective, the desired
option may not be possible due to earlier, more general, developments.
In this case, the son may not have been encouraged to gain the
necetsary physical attributes required of Marines; tikewise, when his
Personality was developing, the child may have been influenced by a
philosdphical orientation that is incompatible with the lifestyle of a
Marine. By focusing on the ultimate objective rather than on each stage,r,
of development, the father's attempt to influence his son may be
ineffective.
-
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The political significance of recognizing the stages of development in
a particular issue can be demonstrated by comparing the two previous
examples. Consider a situation wherein one parent wants the child to
become a doctor, and the other parent would prefer that the child
become a Marine. Both parents, must give special attention to each
stage of the-child's development; Clearly, the parent who plays the
most effective role in developing the character of the !child will have a
,
distinct advantage when the child is ready to select a career: 'In fact, a
parent who does not appear to have substantial:authorityin deckling
family affairs cap significantly shift the balance of ooWer by carefully
developing the issue in the early stages.
Grooming the character of an issue and negotiating for an advantage
in the balance of power are important tasks for a lobbyist Issues are
not Commonly separated from the overall process of government nor
are they presented in clearly designated stages. Government is an
ongoing process that continuously develops new policies and revises
old ones; thus, it is seldom clear when issues begin or end.
Nonetheless, there are identifiable distinctions between the
developmental stages of political issues where subjects are clearly
undergoing transitions from general discussion to specific policies
intended to resolve the issues, The ability to distinguish these stages
and to respond in a manner that will enhance planned efforts to
influence decisions is a "tool" lobbyists use to increase their.
effectiveness.
The actual stages of development for' certain issue will be
determined bY the character of the government body that is addressing
the subject and by the complexityof the particular issue; No common
sequenceof stages carvbe expected because of the diversity of
government and the.political manipulation of issues that takes place.
Still an individual can define certain general aspects that will usually be
encountered in an issue's development, and these can be conceptually
isolated into different stages. In the actual operation of government,
these stages wifrusually be blended together as an issue is resolved.
Adiofdingly, a specifiC sequence of stages is not being suggested; The
rititontOthe discussion is simply to illustr to evenis that mold aspects
laf final policies designed to resolve issue Since the public generally
en substantially developed,
`150,q,bines aware of an issue after it has
many individuals tend to limit their concept of lobbying to influencing
the passage of the final policy or law. By expanding the concept of
lobbying from attention to a singl act to attention to the entire
evolution of an issue, the discussion shows how a lobbyist can groom
an issue toward the desired policy objective.-
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Identify thelisue
The. function of government reduires the direct and concise` definition
of an issue Naturally; whena.grobp of individuals Cooperates to
resolve a common concern; they must; at the very least-have a mutual
understanding of the subject. Because most governmental bodies are
Composed of members with"different perceptions Of the issue, and
different attitudes that will influence their desiredresblutions of the
.issue, it is obvious that any issue must be presented in unambiguous
terms that will isolatethe primary concern from other issues related to
4it.The vast number of issues to be addressed and the corresponding
amounrof time
can be allowed for
on each subject
cre to an environment where constructive debate simply cannot, occur
unl.ss the issue is well: defined.
he, political nature of.;government emphasizes tne.necessity for
pro of identification of an issue. Even where no adversary _tale's exist,
confusion about the -definition of'a subject can aiStapt or destroy the
exchange of information among decisio.n makers. However-, adversary
_

,

.

roles generally dtf._eidst in. most governrdent policy debates; Politicians.

who Oppose a policy that can`ot be defeated on the basis of merit may
`be satisfied to defeat it by confusing the issue; Anyone who has
watched a comrnkttee hearing in Congress knows that many Clasia'
decisions are deteimined by the momentum which favors one -side or
the other; If one side-can .shift the momentum in their favor,:they can
win. Thus, a committee Member_ whose issue appears to lack
momentum can slow down the discussion by expressing confusion
about the fOcus of the debate and..by encouraging the committee to
regress and clarify the subject:being.negOtiated. A more tophiiticated
Member who opposes a policy may try to 'defeat it by introducing some
related concepts -which are'politically highly sensitive. In either case,
proper definition of the issue will reduce the chances of such
disruptions;

The terms used tgidefine an issue_
issue can serve political as well as a
technical functionS. The label placed on an issue may have a technical:.
interpretation which accurately defines the ernbjeci.and a political
interpretation that will link the issue with certain attitudes; 'Sometimes;
the political bias which is added to the identification of an issue has
little technical meaning; For example, a term like "the armed fOrcesst/'
may be stated as "the American armed forces" even when. it is clear
whose forges are being discussed. Generally' speaking, this sort of
rhetoric will.mot be meaningful asan Issue moves into the _later stages
of development; but,--it may be.useful earlier when the .main gOal is to
give the issue visibility and emotional appeal rather than technical
clarification.
_

_
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In other cases, terms that identify an issue may have technical
implications that will significantly influence the issue's development.
Most issues can be categorized in several ways. Construction of a new
dam, for instance, could be categorized as_an energy, water-supply, or
parks-and-recreation issue. Clearly, each category has significant
political connotations; As an energy issue, the decision to construct the
darn may be opposed by interest groups who support other means of
producing power(such as the use of coal). On the other hand,
emphasizing the dam as _a means of increasing water supplies might not
avoid the involvement of those who oppose hydroelectric power, but it
could focuithe issue away from their concern. In addition, it could
elicit the support of farmers and urban dwellers who need water for
either business or personal reasons.
A definition that tends to categorize a subject into a particular area of
concern will also be significant in other ways. Most legislative bodies
establish committees with specific jurisdictions. An issue's committee
assignment has an overwhelming impact on its development. The time
available to consider the issue, and the number of other issues assigned
to the committee which are competing for attention, have important
effects; From another perspective, the character of the committee will
influence the general nature of any proposal passed through it; Because
different committees are likely to formulate significantly different
sOlutions to the same problem, the initial categorization of an issue is
crucial.

4

To illustrate: Consider the division of authority in the United. States
House.of Representatives. The Social Security Act establishes various
programs to enhance the nation's general welfare. To focus on
programs authorized by the Social Security Act,;and to integrate their
.policies with those authorized through other acts of Congress, specific
subcommittees have been given jurisdiction over different segments of
a major health
the act. Title XIX of the Social Security Act (Medicaid
program) and Title XX of the Act (grants to states to facilitate the
delivery;of social services) are assigned to different subcommittees.An
issue assigned to the subcommittee with jurisdiction over Medicaid -is
destined to be decided by Representatives who commonly address
traditional health service-delivery methods. On the Other,band, the
subcommittee that oversees Title XX programs may be accustomed to
developing the more flexible service-delivery methods associated with
social services. An issue which can legitimately be categorized as either
a traditional health-related matter or as a social- service matter will be
substantially influenced by its assignment to one or the .other of these
subcommittees.
Potentially, "attendant care" is such an issue. For purposes of this
discussion, attendant-care services will b%crsidered as supportive
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services needed to enable an aged or diSabled individual to live
independently in a safe, comfortable manner. The issue of developinea
strong national policy an attendant care can be resolved by following
the social service model or by following the more traditional health
model. (Of course; the issue can be resolved in other ways as well)
Currently; some states provide attendant-care services through the
Medicaid'program, some states provide them through Title XX
programs, some states use neon- federal resources,,and others simply do
pot provide such services. Thus legislation in the,House of
Representatives which addresses attendant care could reasonably, be
assigned to either the subcommittee with jurisdiction over Title XX,
issues or the subcommittee witgjurisdiction over Medicaid:
Assuming that the House acts on this issue; the final policy will
undoubtedly reflect the character of the'subcommittee that develops
the proposal: The provisions of the Medicaid program or the Title XX
program cannot be used to predict exactly how a subcommittee will
respond to the development of the attendant-care issue; but common
policies in these programs do suggest haw the different subcommittees
may lean toward certain general procedures. Since incorporating
stronger guidelines on attendant care into one of these existing
programs (i.e., Medicaid or Title. XX) may prove to be the vehicle used
to achieve a new policy in attendent-care services; current distinctions
between Medicaid and Title XX and the particular subcommittee,
assignment may substantially affect this issue's development.
Provisions that are sure to be addreSsed in the development of the attendant -care issue are those that determine the skills required of
persons employed as attendants, and the circumstances under which a
relative can be paid for providing services: In general, the Medicaid
-program requires significantly more training for an attendant than does
Title XX. LikeWise, payment to relatives is not allowed under Medicaid;
but it is under the social-service model of Title V. To the degree that
' the differing Medicaid and Title XX policies reflect differing attitudes of
the subcommittees with jurisdiction an these subjects, the

categorization of the issue, when it is initiallyidentified/will influence
the final policy.
In sum, the first stage of development
issue identification
serves the following specific purposes: On the surface, it clearly

idefitifielthe subject More significantly, it determines which aspects of
the issue will be highlighted in debates, which special.interest groups
are likely to become involved in the issue, and which members of
government will formulate a policy to resolve it. Thus/ the goal of a
lobbyist is not only to give the issue common- recognition; but to
influence the general perception of it. Consequently, the issue is already
38
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decided in these 'general ways as it moves into the middle stages Of
development;

Detirmine a Policy
IsSues can be resolved in'menrclifferent ways, though not all persons
or organizations who believe government should address a particular
issue will agre on the best way. The political systern allows concerned
parties to exphss-their opinions, Through a process of hearingS;
debates; and other exchanges of information, members of government
seek clarification; argue, for or againSt certain prdposed policies; and
ultimately establish proposed resolutions.
Most people are familiar with the actions that characterize this
discussion stage. ESsentially, a designated governmentbody reviews
the issue and decides whether a new or revised policy is needed. It
. then determines the objectives of the pOliCY'and the means of achieving
it To influence. such d4iiionsi a lobbyist can actively promote, the
technical merits of a desired policy more directly than s/he did during
the earlier stage of issue developrriene
When the political:process is opened to the public for it to
recommend a respenSe to the issue, the members of government
expect the public to voice its opinions. This is when facts are collected,.,'.
concerns are expres4d, and ideas are matured into specific policies.
Members of governMent and their staffs may be rekibtant to discuss an
issue in detail before:this stage; and they are likely to, resist attempts to
introduce new ideas into the resolution of an issue beyond this stage;
This is necessary to allow a government body to properly attend -to the
issues under its jurisdiction. A member may.also feel that comments
should be presented at the appropriate times. and that those who do; not
participate should pay more attention to thestrUcture of the decision- ti
making process. Accordingly, a position,with substantial merit which is
not presented during the comment period may be ignored.
When a ,government body addresses an issue, the decisionS.that
resolve the concern are usually; made through a specific secinence of
steps; This will be illustrated using the California Legislature as an
example: It is divided into two houses, the Assembly and the Senate..
First, a proposal must be introduced on the floor of either house.
Technically speaking; the introduction of a bill 'serves to advise the
public that the legiSlature is formally addressing the issue. A bill will belabiled to reflect the house in which it was.introduced; so let us
consider a bill identified as Assembly,
or AB 1. After being
introduced, AB 1 will be assigned to a'committee that Will review its
"policy" aspects; The policy committee may accept; revise; or simply
reject the proposal; If. or when AB 1 is passed out of the policy
committee; it will proceed to the fisdal committee for consideration.
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Again, AB 1 may be accepted; revised or rejected, this, time because of
its financial implications.. A bill that his been passed through the policy
committee and then through the fiscal committee will be scheduled for
a vote by the folit*Ssembly.
!LAB 1 is passed by the Assembly', it must then follow a similar
procedure in the Senate. The bill must pass through the first committee
on the basis of acceptable policy and then, through a second
committee on the basis of its fiscal merit. Ultimately,-the bill must be
voted'on by the full Senate. Any amendments to AB 1 from the Senate
must be accepted by a vote of the full Assembly. When both houses
agree on identical policy, the bill is reported out of the Legislature and
goes to the administrative branch where the pavern,or Can accept (sign)
the bill or veto it Note that.s/he 'Cannot revise the ranguage of the bill.
As AB 1 moved through the committee process, it was evaluated_ to
determine certain aspects of a final policy. In the actual; operation -of'
government, the distinction between policy and fiscal evaluatiOn is not
always as clearly definecras it is in the committee structure. A
committee may3aCt in a manner that suits the wishes ?f, the committee
members rather than the formal rules'.of the Legislature:' Nonetheless,
the lobbyist must acknowledge the designated:function of each
committee;
Unlike the process in the California Legislature, the United States
Congreis does not assign legislation to different Committees to:perform
limited functions. Rather, all elements of a policy are determined, in
most cases, by a single committee. For instance,'Suppreidental Security
Income (SSI), a cash-aSsistance program for the nation's aged; blind;
and disabled persons; falls under the jurisdiction, of the Committee on
Ways and Meanrin the House of Representatives; and the Committee
on Finance in the Senate; In their respective Houses each toinrAittee
considers all elements of the SSI program: (A bill which proposes
revising SSI policy will pass through-these Committeesiand then to a
floor vote. Although the Budget COmmitee.does not Ict on such a bill,
congress acknOwledges the role of that Committeetin'establishing
broad fiscal policy. Thus, the Budget Committee may influence the
fiscal aspects of a policy even, though it does not draft 10-elation or; as
a separate body; vote on a prdposal.)
Although a committee may be solely responsible for,policy decisions
on a particular issue, such authority may be divided into subcommittee
jurisdictions. The recently enacted Social Security- Disability
Amendments- of 1980 (PL 96-265) illustrate.the sigOicance ofthis. In
general,; the Amendments authorized changes in the disability-related ,"
programs of the Social Security Act. Some provisions of, the legislation
addressed the Disability Insurance program (DI); and,tahers focusedon
the Supplemental Security Income program (SSI); (The Amendments,
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also addressed other progremswhich need not be discussed here.) Both
DI and SSI are'under the jurisdiction of the House Committee on Ways
and Means However; the DI program and the SSI program are assigned
.to-different subcommittees of that Committee..Thus; the DI legislation
evolved as two separate bills: H.R. 3236 and H.R. 3464, respectively.
Although the bills addressed some common principles; lobbyists who
wished to influence. the, issues had to address both 'subcommittees;
Certainly, the full Cdthicuttee on Ways and Means played a role in
defining policy, just asathe full membership of the House cOn4idered the
,legislation through limited debate on the Hou Se floOr: Yet; the
overwhelming majority of polity decisions occurred in the two
subcominittees.
By contrast; the Senate developed the issues primarily at the
committee level; Both DI and SSI are assigned to the Senate Committee
on Finance. Unlike the Ways, and Means Committee in the House;;the
Finance Committee does not Q:take decisions at the subcommittee,level:
Certainly, subcommittees play an important role in obtaining info'irnation
and drafting policies. Also; during debate in the full Committee;
Members will look to those persons from the subcommittee whom they
feel understand the issue: However; a propow4ed'policy is not voted on
by a subcommittee; BY consolidating that function into the role of the
full Committee; and through other means, the Finance Committee has
established the full Committee as the_primary decision-making body:
The sequential determination Of policy and, more important; an
awareness of the priority level in this'process; affects the ways policies
can ,be influenced. In the House of Representatives; the divided
subcommittee jurisdiction over DI and SSI means the overall issue must
be addressed in two distinct ways; The variations reflect technical
differences in the issues (DI versus SSI); the character and attitudes of
the Members of:One subcommittee as oppoted to those of the other,
and the Speoific proposal before each subcommittee (H.R. 3236 Versus
3464):,A lobbyidt
must respond to these variations when s/he
,
addresses_
issue common to the policy being' ecided in the two
Subcommittees. Furthermore, s/he must acknowledge that policy
determinations are dominated by decisions at the subcommittee leVel.
Although policy consideration. will continue as the proposal moves,
through the full Committee to the -House floor; inattention to
- subbommittee actions will severely limit a lobbyist's effeCtivenesS.
In the seiiate, a lobbyist must concentrate bn the actions of the full
Committee to successfully influence major decisions on DI and SS-I.
- Because the Finance Committee deerriphasizes subcommittee action;
the lobbyist must present a position in a manner that will influence the
full Committee. A lobbyidt should also attempt to influence the
,
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-subcommittee's attitude on`a policy; but, the major decisions on policy
will be made when the full Committee acts on the,issue.
In grass.=;rosAobbying, it is vital to understand which events in the
determination of a policy are the most important. Characteristically, a
grass-ro6ts movement has limited resources -with which to accomplish
its objective(s). Accordingly, its abilities to attend scheduled hearings,
or to be present when legislative staff are preparing_ background
information on certain issues; are limited; For this reason; such a
movement may be more prepared to focus-its participation on one or
two key events, rather than on engaging in a series of events. The way
certain' provisions of the Social Security_ Disability Amendments of 1980
were determined in the HOuse and the Senate demonstrates'how a
priority can be assigned to a particular stet, in the decision-making
process; The steps which warranted priority consideration were,

obviouclu 'ommittee-levelactions in the House; and full
I actions in the Senate. Although other steps in the
development of this issue were yery Important, these steps can validly
be singled' out as 'the most essential.
In summary; policy is usually defined through a series of specific
events. Although we focused on such activities as committee and
subcommittee hearings we did not intend to imply that these are the
:only significaritevents: A particular government body will follow its
own format for making decisions. The point is toillustrate two
principles for this stage in the development, of an issue.
First, in the 'political process a period for discussion of an issue is
usually deOignated: A lobbyist must see that the policies s/he endorses
are disussed during this period. Prior to this stage of issue
development, attention may focus on creating a general awareness of a
proposed policy and encouraging a particular perspectiVe'favorable to
the lobbyist's position; yet, discussion ji3Onlikely to be successful in
influencing detailed aspects,of a policy. After this stet*, when the
objective istoienact or implement a poliCy; revising details may be
difficult..
SecOnd, the events that lead to a final policy decision are not equally
significant. In fact, the issue may be decided on the basis of one or two
rnor events. ThiS does not suggest that other events do not play a
role. If that were the case, the event would probably not occur unless it
was planned as a political gesture rather than to determine policy. A
lobbyist should participate in any '8tivity that influences the issue;
When the ability to participate is limited, success is enhanced by
targeting the most important events.
Comm
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Enact a Policy

Issues are generally a sumed capable of resolution. A proposed
action is not always fine _or complete; yet; it. represents a degree of
mutual consent on how t esolve the Issue or:,: rnovetoward resolution:
Thus; attention is first focus :d_ on identifyinfienissue; and then on
developing the detailed policy at will resolve it--Yet, as the issue
matures, attention must shift t efforts to promote /orinal adoption by
the appropriate government bo y.
Achieving formal enactment o a policy can net easily be isolated into
a single stage in the develop nt of an issue. As.an issue moves
tiro
he stage where detailed policy aspects are determined; there
are like to be several points where formal adoption of a proposal is
necess
; Such action may occur when a subcommittee, a committee,
or the full membership of a legislative body votes either for or against a
proposal. Although each decision is important, their consequences
become more significant as the issue moves closer to its final
resolution. Mien debate Over the details begins to yield a specific.
proposal, steps to formally adopt the Proposal are begun; In other'
words; the enactment stage is intermingled with the policY-41,2,;
determinatiorystage; Moreover; there is a transitional nature teAlis
interaction; wherein the l'obbyist's goal slowly shifts from establishing a
particular policy to seeking its final enactment.
After each major step, a vote may occur to determine whether; the.
proposal has sufficient support to be passed to the next level. HoWever;
failure to receive enough votes to pass during the early development of
an issue will not necessarily end debate on the subject. A
subcommittee for example; may vote on a propaial to see how much
support exists for the general approach to resolving the issue. If the
proposal passes, the subcobrnittee has met its goal: If not; the issue
.- nay still be alive because the subdbmmittee can negotiate a new .
,proposal. Even when the subcommittee cannot agree on a proposal,
there are still, opportunities to,debate it in the full committee or in the
full membership of a body .(i.e., a fie& vote in the Senate). However;
the opportunity to reconsider a defeated Proposal; or to ho for a more
favorable vote by a higher jurisdiction, diminishes' as the pro sal
evolves toward its final form; Ultimately; an issue most achieve a
favorable vote that will pass it out of the decision-making process and
into the implementation stage:
As a lobbyist plans to attain a particular policy objective, s/he must .
study the likely development of the issue and determine where
4
decisions can be lost, and where winning a key vote will be required;
and where an issue can be pron. The final vote must, of course; be
favorable, but, winning .a major vote earlier in the proeesg may; for
practical purposes, assure adoption. Since .a proposal is likely to contain
_,

_
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?more than one specific policy, a lobtiyist should recognize when a
particular segment of the proposal is sure to be accepted so that s/he
can focus on Uncertain elements. Likewise, by recognizing that an
element of a propoial faces certain defeat the lobbyist can attempt to
delete or comprobise that aspect to avoid jeopardizing the entire issue
resolution;

4.1

Summary

Three major aspects or stages of issue development have been
discussed: introduction, mediation, and resolution. That is, aniSsue
must be properly identified; the policy(s) intended to resolve the issue
must be'determined; and the final proposal must be adopted by the
appropriate institution(s); Each stage serves a limited purpose; The
introduction of an issue is intended to gain recognition and.to establish
a desired perspective on its general character. During the mediation
stage, various proposals may be debated to determine policies to
resolve the issue. In adopting a resolution to an issue, the debate.will
eventually shift, from decisions on how to resolve it to a decision on the
acceptability of a proposed resolution;
From the grass-roots perspective, these stages`of; development are
not always clearly visible. The news media tends tb'focus on an issue
after a resolution has been proposed. Thus, the general:population.sees
the issue as a question of enacting or defeating a specific proposal. To
effebtively influence public policy, one must break away from the
misconception that an issue is won or lost in the final vote. The last
vote is essentialjust as the last inning of a baseball game must be
played; buteine cannot consider all the previous steps or innings as
irrelevant A good lobbyist will recognize that the resolution of an issue
*is achieved through a series of limited steps. At each step, certain
Objectives must be attained. Careful attention to the purpose of each
step cannot guarantee success; but lack of such attention wnusually
limit success or cause outright failure.

4. A Grass Roots Movement
The previous sections outlined the fundamental Structure
government and the manner in which an issue proceeds1 rough it, t6
encourage taking 4:4pild view of government and how may be
influenced. One Must recognize all the government iO ponents tha
affect the attainment of a policy to succeed at imple renting an
objective. LikeWise, it is necessary to influence all s ges of
-development for algiven issue to achieve (or defeat) licies. However,
thesempre not the most important points that can bedra n from the
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The Lobbying. Team

An issue may arise because:of lack of a government policy; .an
ineffective policy, or an undesirable policy in anfarea of concern, To
replace; revise, or create policy, the problem and its fundamental cause
must first be identified. Then, the type of action needed to resolve the
issue must be determined; thatis,,can government best resolve the
issu4 by creating anew law (a legialative function); or by draftinstnew
regulations based on current law(an administrative funbtion)? Finally,
what level(s) of government (local; state; or federal) should be involved
-in resolving the issue? ;
As the'issue takes shape, many other factors ethic). The potential
options for resolving the issue must be reviewed. A particular option
must be selected by blending political feasibilities,,with the technical
Merits of a policy. For instance, attendant care can be delivered through
vastly different methods,including the- traditional,:health model where
the service recipient' is treated as a "patient" and the social service
model which"stresse's the recipient's independence; Although one
method of resolving the issue may be more' desirable, another method
may be more feasible; Thus, successfully achieving a good public policy
will require both technical information on an issue and political
information On'the government body that will act on it.
These are just a few indications of the amount of informntion needed
to influence public policy; yet-they reveal the most funda ental
'element of lobbying. One individual cannot know everything about
attaining an effective policy; Furthermore; even if a person did possess
a general awareness of what must be done, it is unlikely that s/he
would have the time, ability, and opportunity to perform all the
necessary functions'. Lobbying should therefore use a team approach.
4,
Before suggesting how a grass -roots movement can pull its resources
.(people) together into an effective team, it may be useful to stress the
role of the average person. Some lobbying functions, may se
mysterious to one who is unfamiliar with government proce ures.
'..frowever;:most of the functibris involved in successful lobb ing are
fairly commonplace; Almost by definition, a grase.-rowts movementis a
coordinated operation of average citizens; Thui,,greTs-roots lobbying
efforts will mainly require talents, typical of "average" individuals.
The activities for any issue include: specifying the prbblem (i.e lack
of affordable attendant-care services), researching past and/or present
government policy, gaining a consensus' among consumers on the
desired policy objective, and influencing government to adopt and
implement the policy objective.
A team of lobbyists must include individuals with different talents;
Someone must understand the structure of government and the political
process. Likewise, someone must knoW the technical elements of an
t7.
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issue.; Others are needed to perform functions such as testifying; Those
who form the backbone of a team by performing administrative
function's like publishing newsletters or supportive functions like
delivering writtentestirnony to the proper office in a timely manner are
also important.
In most cases; the concerns of one community are not unlike the
concerns of others; therefore,'yve can learn from the experience of
otheri. For instance, a group in Wisconsin might look to California or
Massachusetts to learn about attendant-care services since these states
have well developed programs. On the other hand; they might exchange
information with consumers in Penngylvania because that state is
currently trying to _;create attendant -care Services. Thus, by expanding
the focus from a limited geographical community to the broader national
community with a common concern
the rights of disabled persons
a movement can acquire necessary information.
Whether a lobbying teem relies on educating its own members or
looking to similar communities for' assistance; it is important to train
people. with_ a grass-roots viewpoint rather than simply lo rely on
professionals who vend their services. Most government bodiei-pUblish
information for laypersons on how they.Operate. What is not written
can be learned from talking with staff members or public interest
organizations that work with particular goverriMent bodies; Although a'
consumer who learns through this method may lack some refined
lobbying talents, s/he can compensate ior this with the knowledge and
insight ,gained ,,as a consumer.
Gtildelines For Strengthening a Movement..
The biggest challenge for a grass-roots campaign iS:organiging the
raw potential of Its membership into a disciplined movement. When a
policy objective- requires action at the state or national level,.this
principle'shauld be considered in terms of the interaction of
organizations rather than individuals; Thus; inn the formation of either a
community group or a state and national_ coalition, internal operations
and discipline are priOrity concerns; Much can be said abodt organizing
a grass-roots movement, but most discussions relate to four basic
lanned growth, professional attitude, utilizing all assets, and
ar
interne ooperation. A movement may exist to bring government
attention to an important soci I need, and it may endorse valid policy,
but success in the political .p cess requires more. The following
paragraphs highlight the fun amental elements that must be
incorporated- into a succes NI grass-roots political movement
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Planned Growth
Essentially, planned growth means long-range planning for Success.
As a group addresses an issue,.it determines what steps will achieve

.

A.

the desired action by government. Whether the goal is to attain a new
policy or to defeat a' proposed policy; the group must plan well in
advance for the critical events that will decide the issue. At the same
time the group'muSt review its resources and begin planning such
matters, as who will'testify atthe appropriate times and what fundi are
available for travel. When such long-term planning,iS overkpolsed -the
chances of success are reduced. Since-a grass-roots movement usually
follows informal management procedures, it is critical to make as many
decisions as possible well in advance,of a major event so that
minute decisions can be focused on poliCy concerns rather than on
housekeeping matters.
Professional Attitude.
The basic nature of a grass-roots movement is mencourage the
participation of all concerned individuals. The emphasis on the role of
the layperson, however, is not intended to imply an absence of
professional conduct; The politic'eiprocess 'grants significant
opportunities for citizen participation.:and acknowledges that-people
have differenftalents and degrees of sophistication. Nonethelesp,.certain standards of conduct are demanded from all participants. In
general, professionalism involyes performing functions in a timely
manner, keeping commitments;.and dqing so in a polite
respectful
Manner. Above all, a grass-roott lobbyist must recogriize that "public
indignation" over a policy is a fact that may be expressed to a

politician; but rarely cs'it be demonstrated! In sum; how a movement
preSents information can e as important as what information is
presented.

;

,

Assets
\\,
rIf you cannot decids; 'he her a glass of water is half full or half

Using

empty, then don't,tryto assess the pros'and cons of using a grassroots approach to lobf ying. Both advantages and disadvantages exist;
just as there are advan\tages and disadvantages in other appro
s; On
the positive side; a gr4s-roots group is sake to'have the best intuitive
understanding of the issue; after all nobody knows more about the true
impact of a public policy than consumers. As for the negative side, it is
best to forget, ignore, or deny it The key to success is accentuating
one's strength: focus an it draw from It, build on it believe in it
EaCh Community group or state/national coalition must assess its own
setof strengths to deteirmine how it can be most effective. In this self:
evaluation process, try not to be limited by the status quo. Too often,
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an individual involved in a lobbying effort who is a potentially strong
witness will be overlooked simply.because another individuaihas .. .'
a- lways.Served as a spokesperson; This is poor strategy;

The "general purpose" lobbyist has a very limited role in a grassroots movement. Failure to bring educated consumers into .action,
using, instead, a "spotlight hero" who lacks detailed knowledge of the
issue; bypasses the most signifidant asset of a grass -roots movement
street knOwledge: Also as pointed out in Part i of this document;
repeated, appearend'es before a single government body will destroy the
potential advantages of a witness' "shock" value; According- ly; a
coalition of consumers must assure that the spokesperson for a major

event is selected according to merit.not according to the status quo.
Internal Cooperation

.

,

The success of a grass-roots Movement is commonly determined by a
group's ability to convince government that its position is the
"peoples" position; In some cases ; a group can project that image
simply, by presenting the issue through a consumer spokesperson:
as government becomesmore aware of the consumer popUlation
involved, politicians are likely to wonder whether a true movement
exists, or whether a small group of consumers have created an
appearance of one to meet their own purposes. *,
Ohfthe surface; it might seem that a true movement could generate
substantial numbers Of letters from constituents and/or obtain policy
endorsements'from involved public-interest organizations; Yet quickly
"generating these actions is often difficult. Constituents cannot be
expected to send meaningful comments to op member of government
unless they have been briefed on the issue iei language they. understand:Thus;.time and resources (printed material, postage, etc.) are required
to generate constituent action. Similply, public-interest organilations
need to review the issues before tbby endorse a poliby:'and usually
follow a timelconsurning procedurato.13rOduce a formal endorsement;
The practical implication involved in clarifying the depth ia f a
movement is that a group must establish:its credibility as soon as.
II'
possible.,In general, this can be aChieved by working with constituent :
groups and organizations throughout the development of an issue. Such
a procedure is likely to create broad-based support, for the issue and will
open doors for the primary group that has drawn attention to the.
subject;
Realistically; planned cooperation among individuals and organizations
.

with common interests will not occur without significant effort by
failure to-work with others results from
everyone involved. Usua
being spent. Building working relationships
ingufficient time and ene
requires attention that members might prefer to useeinfluencing the
C

ci,,

\

political process. Yeti neglect of this action can seriously jeopardize the
success of a movement.
Unfortunately, the absence of cooperation'among individuals and
organizations is not always due to neglect. Attimes, a groUp may
purposely isolate itself in an attempt to "own" an issue. It is valid fora
group to take a leadership role to enhance the develapment of an issue
or bias the objective of a movement: However, an attempt to exclude
groups with common concerns is certain to destroy the movement s
credibility. For example, consider a domestic- situation, where a married
couple is fighting. Naturally, a neighbor would be wise not to Meddle.
Similarly, a politician will not want:to step into the middle of a fight
between constituent gronps. In a political situation, agreement on policy
is preferabI6, but a professionally presented disagreement is not
necessarily a serious threat to a movement. If, howevera group
challenges the character or ability of another group, the movement as
Well as the immediate issue Can be in trouble.
When a groUP fails.tO emphasize cooperation with others, it
unnecessarily 'Units its own potential. To avoid internal arguments,
generate broad-based support, and gain access to newsletters and other ,
forms of communication that can trerier(Odusly enhance your
effectiVaness. CooPeration, therefore, is essential to, avoidconflicts and
to"enhance the strength of a movement:.
,

The Indepeni cot Living Movement
Throughoit the seventies a very significant 'grass-roots mOvement
has been developing. Commonly referred to as the "Independent living
Movement," it has dramatically demonstrated the ability of consumers
to influence public policy. Addressing all levels of government, the
movement has generated' not only an awareness of the needs
associated with disability, but has attained Major public policies that
recognize the rights of people with disabilities.
If e.single characteristic can account tor the success of thiS
movement, :it is the ability of its partiCipants to work within the Political
process. Beginning with,involvement at the local levels of government,
the consumers accepted ,the system as the rational vehicle to
'',.Meaningful change: They did not, hoivever, restricttheir actions, by
ado tin" any preconceived stereotypes of how to lobby. Members of
the new movement structured their participation in government to
enhance their 4rer,igths and circumvent their shortcomings.
At times, the movement operated in a manner dangerously close to
being unlaW.tul and' unacceptable. Yet, by maintaining respect fa...the

system as a whole: and by opting within the formal political process'
whenever possible, the movement gained credibility., By the late
seventies the grass -roptvarticipants had matured in both technical and
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political ability. Armed 'with -an awareness of how the political process
':operates (i.e.; understanding the structure of government and how
'issues are resolved within it), the movement became effective in
lobbying inside government rather than outside via demonstrations or
other activities;
With the advent of the eighties, the movement is entering a critical
stage. Local communities cannot be effective without acknowledging
the dominant role of the federal government. Likevvise, national
coalitions cannot be truly ;effective in attaining federal policies Without
strong support from the community level. The challenge confronting the
movement is very fundamental: That is,' those "grass-roots"
participants of the seventiesmbet work to retain their consumer
identity as they become-professionals in the eighties. The combined
efforts of laypersons-end consumer - oriented professionals working
within the grass--foots movement can assure the increasing strength of
the independent living movement well into the future. To do this, the
movement must continue to develop grass-roots "lobbyists." Such
lobbyists may not operate in traditional roles; but will rather function as
consumers and average citizens who recognize their ability to
significantly affect public policy!
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